
1001 Conical shaped conifer

1002 Conical shaped conifer

1003 Conical shaped conifer

1004 Cox apple tree

1005 Bramley seedling apple tree

1006 Conical shaped buxus

1007 Prunus lusitanica

1008 Prunus lusitanica

1009 Prunus lusitanica

1010 Prunus lusitanica

1011 Prunus lusitanica

1012 Prunus lusitanica

1013 Prunus lusitanica

1014 2 potted spiraea nipponica snow mound

1015 2 potted spiraea nipponica snow mound

1016 Potted fern

1017 Potted fern

1018 Potted fern

1019 Potted fern

1020 Potted fern

1021 Pre-planted dahlia patio tub

1022 Potted astilbe you and me

1023 2 potted silver edge lavender

1024 2 potted silver edge lavender

1025 Ligustrum ovalifolium

1026 Ligustrum ovalifolium

1027 Ligustrum ovalifolium

1028 Ligustrum ovalifolium

1029 James Greave apple tree

1030 Salix tree

1031 Salix tree

1032 Potted lavatera clementi barnsley

1033 Large maple tree

1034 Fig tree (Brown Turkey)

1035 James Greave apple tree

1036 Conference pear tree

1037 Walnut tree

1038 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1039 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1040 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1041 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1042 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1043 Australis cordyline

1044 Circular box hedge

1045 Circular box hedge

1046 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1047 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1048 Tray of chrysanthemums

1049 Tray of chrysanthemums

1050 Tray of chrysanthemums

1051 Tray of mixed begonias

1052 Tray of mixed begonias

1053 Tray of mixed begonias

1054 Tray of dianthus

1055 Tray of sweet Williams

1056 Tray of sweet Williams

1057 Tray of sweet Williams

1058 Tray of fuchsia bushes

1059 Tray of fuchsia bushes

1060 Tray of fuchsia bushes

1061 Lavatera clementi rosea

1062 Large osmanthus burkwood

1063 Fig tree (Brown Turkey)

1064 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1065 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1066 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1067 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1068 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1069 +VAT Potted cordyline

1070 +VAT Potted cordyline

1071 +VAT Potted cordyline

1072 +VAT Potted cordyline

1073 Potted cordyline

1074 Potted cordyline

1075 3 ruby coleus

1076 Pomegranate tree in bowl
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1077 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1078 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1079 Grape vine in bowl

1080 Grape vine in bowl

1081 Potted rosemary

1082 Potted rosemary

1083 Potted rosemary

1084 Hardy blue geranium

1085 Pink geranium

1086 Light purple salvia

1087 2 potted fuchsias

1088 Penstemon (Maurice Gibb)

1089 Penstemon (Maurice Gibb)

1090 Penstemon (Maurice Gibb)

1091 Penstemon (Blackbird Purple)

1092 Penstemon (Blackbird Purple)

1093 Potted penstemon (Ruby Red)

1094 Potted penstemon (Plum Jerkum Purple)

1095 Potted penstemon (Just James Pink)

1096 Potted penstemon (Sour Grape Purple)

1097 Potted penstemon (Sour Grape Purple)

1098 Potted penstemon (Heavenly Blue)

1099 Potted penstemon (Heavenly Blue)

1100 Potted penstemon (Pershore Pink)

1101 Potted penstemon (Pershore Pink)

1102 Potted penstemon (Alice Hindley Purple)

1103 Potted penstemon (Alice Hindley Purple)

1104 2 potted penstemon

1105 2 potted penstemon

1106 2 potted penstemon

1107 2 potted penstemon

1108 2 potted penstemon

1109 2 potted penstemon

1110 Pair of fuchsia trailing hanging baskets

1111 Pair of fuchsia wind chimes rose and purple 
hanging baskets

1112 Pair of night sky petunia hanging baskets

1113 Pair of trailing petunia hanging baskets

1114 Pair of Jean Taylor fuchsia hanging baskets

1115 Pair of semi trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1116 4 small trays of Cuba nicotiana

1117 4 small trays of Cuba nicotiana

1118 4 small trays of palladium geraniums

1119 4 small trays of palladium geraniums

1120 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1121 4 small trays of day break gazanias

1122 4 small trays of corona dianthus

1123 4 small trays of van guard salvias

1124 2 large trays of assorted fuchsias

1125 2 large trays of assorted fuchsias

1126 2 trays of pink lavender

1127 2 trays of pink lavender

1128 4 small trays of organdy begonias

1129 4 small trays of organdy begonias

1130 4 small trays of snowtopia bacopa

1131 4 small trays of flamenco French marigolds

1132 4 small trays of beacon impatience

1133 4 small trays of Alaska nasturtium

1134 Tray of mixed calibrachoa

1135 Tray of mixed calibrachoa

1136 Pair of wicker twin handled baskets containing 
mixed plants

1137 Pair of wicker twin handled baskets containing 
mixed plants

1138 Large tray of express petunias

1139 Large tray of express petunias

1140 2 night of passion French lavenders

1141 2 potted purple penstemon

1142 2 crystal palace Hararia

1143 2 crystal palace Hararia

1144 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1145 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1146 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1147 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants
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1148 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1149 Pair of spider plants in circular tubs

1150 Pre-planted wicker hanging basket containing 
mixed plants

1151 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1152 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1153 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1154 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1155 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1156 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1157 2 Zantedeschia

1158 2 Zantedeschia

1159 2 Zantedeschia

1160 2 dog themed metal garden planters containing 
mixed plants

1161 2 dog themed metal garden planters containing 
mixed plants

1162 2 preplanted wicker hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

1163 2 preplanted wicker hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

1164 Potted standard geranium

1165 3 potted fuchsia plants

1166 2 potted Essence Purple lavendar

1167 2 potted Essence Purple lavendar

1168 3 potted Nepeta Grandiflora Summer Magic

1169 2 ornamental grasses

1170 2 ornamental grasses

1171 Carex Buchanii ornamental grass

1172 2 Festuca Intense blue

1173 2 potted pachysandra terminalis green carpet

1174 2 Carex Ice Dance ornamental grasses

1175 Fuchsia on trellis

1176 2 Pachysandra terminalis green carpet

1177 2 Black Pearl heuchera

1178 Petunia patio pot together with a osteospermum 
purple

1179 3 potted delphiniums

1180 Tray containing a quantity of mixed plants 
including succulents, parsley, chives, etc

1181 Pot containing mixed succulent plants

1182 Erigeron sea breeze together with a potted 
scabiosa flutter white pure

1183 White potted dahlia

1184 2 chocolate cosmos

1185 2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1186 4 trays of Fresno hot pepper plants

1187 Heather patio pot

1188 2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1189 2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1190 2 trays of pot dahlias

1191 2 trays of pot dahlias

1192 2 trays of Sunny Bee's dianthus

1193 2 trays of Sunny Bee's dianthus

1194 Potted Taxus (yew)

1195 Potted Taxus (yew)

1196 Citrus lemon tree

1197 Citrus lemon tree

1198 Citrus lemon tree

1199 Citrus lemon tree

1200 Citrus lemon tree

1201 Citrus lemon tree

1202 Citrus lemon tree

1203 Citrus lemon tree

1204 Citrus lemon tree

1205 Citrus lemon tree

1206 2 trays of non stop begonias

1207 2 trays of non stop begonias

1208 2 trays of Kong shade coleus

1209 2 trays of Kong shade coleus

1210 2 trays of non stop begonias

1211 2 trays of non stop begonias

1212 4 potted mixed hollyhocks

1213 4 potted Mesa Bright bicolour

1214 Pair of pre planted mixed plant patio pots

1215 Pair of pre planted mixed plant patio pots

1216 Pair of pre planted mixed plant patio pots

1217 4 small trays of Bonanza French Marigolds
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1218 4 small trays of Bonanza French Marigolds

1219 4 small trays of Bonanza French Marigolds

1220 4 small trays of Quantum Geraniums

1221 4 small trays of Beacon Impatience

2001 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2002 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2003 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various loose 
sunglasses

2004 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various loose 
sunglasses

2005 +VAT Large quantity of loose reading glasses

2006 +VAT Quantity of empty glasses cases

2007 +VAT McLaren F1 Team 9 Fifty stretch snap 
medium large baseball cap baring Norris & 
Ricardo's signatures (unverified)

2008 +VAT Jason McAteer Liverpool shirt with 
certificate of authenticity, dating the shirt at 1996

2009 +VAT PS4 LVL50 wired headset

2010 +VAT Imilab EC2 wireless home security 
camera set with box

2011 +VAT Motorola MBP481 2" video baby monitor

2012 +VAT BTC-T37 multi-GPU mining motherboard

2013 +VAT Nebra HNT indoor hotspot miner

2014 +VAT Pair of Playerz 10oz boxing gloves 
bearing 'M. Mokaev' signature (unverified)

2015 +VAT Helma DH watch with stainless steel strap 
with strap adjustment tool

2016 Gents Fossil watch with leather strap and box

2017 +VAT Citizen stainless steel strap watch with 
box

2018 +VAT Gents ?? stainless steel strap watch

2019 +VAT Lator sub dial gents watch

2020 +VAT Lator L9180 watch with case

2021 +VAT Edison automatic skeleton movement 
watch with box

2022 +VAT Talis Co. skeleton dial automatic watch

2023 +VAT Talis Co. automatic 7820 gents stainless 
steel strap watch

2024 +VAT Gents Stockwell Ltd. Ed. sports mesh 
strapped watch with box

2025 12 various dress watches in packaging

2026 +VAT 4 pocket use power banks with charging 
cables

2027 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd Generation in sealed 
box

2028 +VAT Drive HD dash cam in box

2029 +VAT Philips headphones 6000 series bluetooth 
sports headphones in box

2030 +VAT Sony SRS XB12 portable bluetooth 
speaker

2031 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 wristband in box

2032 +VAT Fitbit Sense fitness watch in box

2033 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness watch in box

2034 +VAT Fitbit Versa 3 GPS and smart watch in 
box

2035 +VAT Fitbit Charge 4 smart watch fitness tracker 
in box

2036 +VAT Fitbit Charge 4 smart watch fitness tracker 
in box

2037 +VAT Fitbit Charge 4 smart watch fitness tracker 
in box

2038 +VAT Fitbit Charge 4 smart watch fitness tracker 
in box

2039 +VAT Fitbit Charge 4 smart watch fitness tracker 
in box

2040 +VAT 2 Fitbit wristband smart watch fitness 
trackers, damaged with 1 charger

2041 +VAT Technics AZ70 wireless earphones in 
sealed box

2042 +VAT AfterShokz Air bone conduction 
headphones in box

2043 +VAT AfterShokz Air bone conduction 
headphones in box

2044 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case

2045 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds with 
England International team logos

2046 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds in box

2047 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds in box

2048 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2049 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2050 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box
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2051 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2052 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2053 +VAT Sony SRS-XB33 bluetooth speaker in box

2054 +VAT Sony SRS XB33 bluetooth speaker in box

2055 +VAT Sony SRS XB33 bluetooth speaker in box

2056 +VAT Various packs of Scosche Magic Mount in 
car mobile phone adaptor packs with various 
cabling and stands (some incomplete)

2057 +VAT 3 wireless Touchdown charging pads for 
mobile phones

2058 +VAT Tile Mate Essentials pack with 4 tiles in 
sealed box

2059 +VAT Apple iPhone 12 in black 256gb model 
A2403 in sealed box

2060 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A71 128gb mobile 
phone

2061 +VAT Apple iPad 8th gen 32gb model A2270

2062 +VAT Seagate mobile HDD 2tb model

2063 +VAT Apple iPhone 6S 16gb mobile phone 
model A1688

2064 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook Duet tablet with type 
keyboard and box

2065 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop, Intel i5 10th 
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running 
Windows 11 (damaged hinge, no psu)

2066 +VAT Acer Chromebook 314 laptop with psu, 
box and charger

2067 +VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2068 +VAT Asus Chromebook model C424M comes 
with Intel Celeron processor and foreign power 
supply

2069 +VAT Asus Vivobook model K513E, Intel i3 11th 
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, OLED display 
running Windows 11 with psu and box

2070 +VAT LG Gram 16'' display touchscreen laptop, 
Intel i7 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 512gb storage 
running Windows 11 with psu, box and stylus

2071 +VAT LG Gram 17'' display laptop Intel i7 11th 
gen cpu, 16gb ram, 1tb storage running 
Windows 11 with psu and box (laptop has a 
battery problem which requires it to be plugged 
in)

2072 +VAT Asus Zenbook model UX363E, Intel i7 
11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 1tb ssd storage running 
Windows 10 with psu, box, stylus and Type C 
dongles

2073 +VAT Microsoft Surface Duo android mobile 
phone, 128GB storage, 6GB RAM, in glacier 
white finish, Model 1930

2074 +VAT Razer laptop core i7 10th generation 
processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb storage with 
RTX2070 gpu, running Windows 11, includes 
psu

2075 +VAT HP Omen 17.3'' gaming laptop, Intel core 
i7 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 1tb storage, RTX 
3070 laptop gpu running Windows 11 with psu 
and box

2076 +VAT HP M27F 27" monitor in box

2077 +VAT HP 27'' LCD full HD monitor with box

2078 +VAT Acer Predator Orion 3000 desktop 
computer, Intel core i5 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 
256gb hdd, RTX 3060 12gb gpu with box

2079 +VAT Acer Predator Orion 3000 desktop 
computer, Intel core i5 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 
256gb hdd, RTX 3060 12gb gpu with box

2080 +VAT HP Omen desktop gaming computer, Intel 
core i9 11th gen cpu, 32gb ram, 1tb storage, 2tb 
backup storage, RTX 3080 Ti gpu running 
Windows 11 with box

2081 +VAT HP Omen desktop gaming computer, 
AMD Ryzen 7 5700 G cpu, 16gb ram, 256gb 
storage, 2tb backup storage, RTX 3060 Ti gpu 
running Windows 11 with box

2082 +VAT Nintendo Entertainment System console 
with 2 controllers and various games to include 
Terminator 2, Robocop, Dr Mario and a 3 in 
game disk to include Super Mario Bros

2083 +VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2084 +VAT Toshiba Satellite laptop (heavily 
damaged, for spares and repairs)

2085 +VAT Acer Aspire 5715Z laptop (no hdd, no 
psu)

2086 +VAT Hanns-G 19" LCD display monitor

2087 +VAT Anzeser SH-2 magnetic stirrer device

2088 +VAT Asus Notebook model E200H, Intel cpu 
includes account (password locked)

2089 +VAT 3x 37'' to 90'' Sanus TV wallmounts in 
boxes

2090 37'' to 90'' Sanus full motion TV wallmount 
bracket

2091 Box of USB A to B cables in black

2092 Box containing a variety of grey USB A to B 
1.8m cables

2093 +VAT 2 Belkin multi socket adaptors
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2094 Polycom conference room camera in box

2095 Resmed device (no mask)

2096 HP laptop for spares and repairs model 15-
BA024NA with psu

2097 HP laptop for spares and repairs model 15-
AF165S2 with psu

2098 Viglen Chromebook touch screen display device

2099 Apple Macbook Pro model A1286 with psu 
(swollen battery, sold for spares and repairs)

2100 Shelf of reference material hardback and 
paperback books to include various publishers

2101 Wide selection of paperback and hardback 
novels, works of fiction, autobiographies, etc

2102 Small selection of childrens books to include 
Horrible Histories

2103 Various graphic novel comics to include various 
Marvel comics and others

2104 Box of various wired keyboards

2105 +VAT HP Envy 6030 printer in box

2106 +VAT HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP-M283FDW 
printer

2107 +VAT HP OfficeJet 8015 printer

2108 Brother DCP printer model DCP1610W

2109 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 9019E printer with box

2110 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8022 printer in box

2111 +VAT HP Deskjet 3636 printer

2112 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2811 printer

2113 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2711 printer

2114 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2115 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2116 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2117 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2118 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2119 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2120 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2121 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2122 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2123 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2124 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2125 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2126 +VAT Bag containing 5 sealed Hive Home Hubs 
together with 5 sealed Hive Active Plugs

2127 +VAT Various toner cartridges, TV mounts, IT 
accessories and sundries, some in boxes

2128 Sennheiser HD 206 and Turtle Beach Recon 
200 headset

2129 +VAT Zyxel Vodaphone NR7112 outdoor WiFi 
router

2130 +VAT Stockwell gents stainless steel strap sub 
dial watch

2131 +VAT HDMI 2.1 1 by 8 splitter with psu

2132 Deko by TP Link mesh wifi system

2133 Baofeng 2 way radio

2134 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset in box

2135 +VAT MSI PC gaming headset model DS502

2136 Apple iPod Touch model A1574 (locked to 
iCloud account)

2137 Aviator style Ray Bans in case

2138 Auldey Infinity NDAO spinner

2139 DRS Technologies FPR5 rugged monitor 
system

2140 Box containing various Amazon Echo Spot 
devices and accessories

2141 +VAT Hama headset together with an Asus 
Zendrive USB powered CD drive

2142 Xbox One 500gb console in box

2143 +VAT Nintendo GameCube console with various 
controllers and psu

2144 +VAT Yamaha MusicCast network speaker in 
black with power cable

2145 +VAT Yamaha ASTC200 soundbar with remote 
and box

2146 +VAT Samsung soundbar A530 with subwoofer, 
and psu

2147 +VAT LG SP8YA wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer with kit in box

2148 Interfit EX150 Home Studio flash kit in box

2149 Epson EBX11 projector
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2150 Optoma projector

2151 Boxed LG Xboom Google Assistant AI speaker

2152 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth 
speaker with box

2153 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth 
speaker with box

2154 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth 
speaker with box

2155 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth 
speaker with box

2156 +VAT Logitech PlayStation edition racing wheel 
with pedals and psu

2157 +VAT Sanus Simplicity 90'' TV wallmount 
bracket

2158 Box containing various retro games, Nintendo 
DS games, Xbox 360 games and some comics 
books

2159 +VAT Bag containing Sky, EE and BT routers 
plus BT 4K UHD TV freeview box

2160 +VAT Selection of Yealink phone handsets 
together with BT Voice Assist phones

2161 4 Sandstrom full motion TV wallmounts for up to 
75'' TV's

2162 6x Logik fullmotion TV wallmounts and a Logik 
fixed media mount TV kit

2163 +VAT Intey Astronomical telescope in box

2164 Box containing various IT electrical cable, USB 
sundries, DDI and other VGA cables, G drive 
enclosure and other networking kit

2165 +VAT R51 65" LG 4K TV 65UK7550PLA

2166 +VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD-
55XH8196 include remote control - no stand

2167 +VAT R53 LG 55" 4K TV 55UP77006LB

2168 Samsung 49" TV UE49KU670U with remote 
control and PIN lock

2169 Sony 32" LCD TV with LG sound bar with power 
supply and remote

2170 +VAT R52 Hisense 55" 4K TV H5527BUK

2171 +VAT R39 32" Toshiba TV 32WK3C63DB (B19)

2172 Samsung 55" curved screen TV with damaged 
screen incl. remote (intermittent issue - 
occasionally turns itself off)

2173 +VAT R50 55" LG 4K TV 55UP77006LB with no 
stand

2174 +VAT (R21 and B11) 43" Panasonic 4K TV 
model TX-43HX580B

2175 +VAT R43,R44 43" TCL 4K TV 43C720K (B22)

2176 +VAT R34 TCL 43" TV 43C720K with damaged 
screen

2177 Samsung 46" LCD display with damaged 
screen, no remote

2178 +VAT LG 43" TV 43UP81006LR (AF - cracked 
screen)

2179 Selection of desktop and laptop hard drives incl. 
2 Hitachi 2TB hard drives and approx. 13 laptop 
hard drives incl. Western Digital and other 
500GB hard drives

2180 Tray containing various laptop NVME SSD 
storage modules incl. 256GB capacity and 4 
Intel Optane memory M10 16GB modules

2181 +VAT 2TB Corsair M.2 NVME SSD

2182 +VAT 2TB Corsair M.2 NVME SSD

2183 +VAT 32GB 4x8GB sticks of GDR4 RAM

2184 +VAT Asus Strix B450-F gaming motherboard 
with Ryzen 3600X CPU and MSI 710 GPU

2185 +VAT NZXT all in 1 PC 240mm cooler

2186 Bag containing laptop and PC memory RAM 
modules

2187 Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7.0" display tablet

2188 Go Pro Hero 5 action camera with charging 
cable and 64GB SD card

2189 Nintendo 3DS XL, DSI, Game Boy Advance and 
Game Boy Advance Pocket consoles with 
various games to include Animal Crossing, 
Pokémon Alpha Sapphire, Pokémon Black and 
Pokémon Ruby version

2190 +VAT 2 mobile phones to include a Nokia 
Android mobile phone with damaged display

2191 +VAT Xbox Series X console with controller, 
HDMI cable, psu and box

2192 +VAT Sony PlayStation 4 500gb slim console 
with cables and controller

2193 +VAT Xbox One S console in white (no 
accessories)

2194 +VAT Sony PlayStation 4 console with box (no 
accessories)

2195 +VAT HP Pavilion core i3 desktop computer with 
psu

2196 +VAT Microsoft Surface Pro 1796 tablet, Intel i5 
7th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running 
Windows 10 with keyboard cover (no psu)

2197 +VAT HP Envy X360 laptop, AMD Ryzen 5 cpu, 
8gb ram, 256gb storage running Windows 10 
includes psu (laptop has damaged and bent 
housing)
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2198 +VAT Dell Latitude 3590 laptop with Intel i3 8th 
gen cpu, 4gb ram, 128gb storage running 
Windows 10 (no psu)

2199 +VAT Dell Latitude 7420 laptop, Intel i7 11th gen 
cpu, 16gb ram, 512gb storage running Windows 
10 Pro with psu and box

2200 +VAT Dell Latitude 5410 laptop, Intel i5 10th gen 
cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running Windows 
10 with psu

2201 +VAT Mont Blanc PIX M25857 ballpoint pen 
with box

2202 +VAT 2 pairs of 9ct earrings, small 9ct chain, 
sterling silver pocketwatch and other 925 metal 
jewellery

2203 +VAT Glamira necklace with pink sapphire heart 
pendant

2204 +VAT Selection of brand jewellery; Monica 
Vinader, Michael Kors, Guess, Vivienne 
Westwood and Swarovski

2205 +VAT Consignment of Pandora jewellery; 
necklace, bangle, charms, rings and earrings

2206 +VAT Mixed Roman rings with various 
depictions

2207 +VAT Omega x Swatch MoonSwatch 'Mission to 
the Sun' Bioceramic wristwatch with box and 
paperwork

2208 +VAT Timex M79 Automatic wristwatch with box

2209 +VAT Timex Reissue Digital LCA digital 
wristwatch with box

2210 +VAT Emporio Armani Meccanico AR60002 
wristwatch with box

2211 +VAT Michael Kors MK5165 wristwatch with box

2212 +VAT G-Shock 3229 digital wriswatch with box 
and tin

2213 +VAT Festina F16757/2 wristwatch with box

2214 +VAT Mobvoi TicWatch E3 smartwatch

2215 +VAT Favre-Leuba Geneve blue automatic 
wristwatch

2216 +VAT Selection of brand watches; Emporio 
Armani, Swatch and Michael Kors

2217 +VAT Cartier Tank Francaise watch link with 
box

2218 +VAT Small clock movement 6018 with 
engraving of menacing face

2219 +VAT 4x Casio wristwatches; 3208, 3157, 1330 
and 593

2220 +VAT Selection of boxed wristwatches from 
Lorus, Tommy Hilfiger, DNKY, Sekonda and 
others

2221 +VAT Assortment of loose wristwatches and 
pocket watches

2222 +VAT Various smartwatches and activity 
wristbands

2223 +VAT Quantity of spare watch straps

2224 +VAT Gucci GG0022S sunglasses with case

2225 +VAT Gucci GG0022S sunglasses with case

2226 +VAT Saint Laurent SL M95/K sunglasses with 
case

2227 +VAT Prada Milano SPR23Y sunglasses with 
case

2228 +VAT Lacoste L882S sunglasses with case

2229 +VAT Ray-Ban RB2140 sunglasses with case 
and box

2230 +VAT Ray-Ban RB4165 sunglasses with case 
and box

2231 +VAT Ray-Ban RB2132 sunglasses with case

2232 +VAT Oakley Radar EV sports sunglasses

2233 +VAT Sony Xperia 5 MK II Android phone with 
smart stand cover and box

2234 TP Link AV 600 starter kit, USB slim portable 
optical drive and a Reveal body camera

2235 2 boxed Marantz wearable video cameras with 
GPS

2236 +VAT Seagate 4tb backup system with box

2237 +VAT Ultimate Ears Roll bluetooth portable 
speaker

2238 *Withdrawn*

2239 +VAT Rollei mobile phone gimble system in 
sealed box

2240 +VAT Rollei mobile phone gimble system in 
sealed box

2241 +VAT Philips Lumea hair removal system

2242 LCD backpack for a Go Pro camera

2243 +VAT 4IIII precision power meter (boxed)

2244 +VAT Crybaby Mini 535QWH guitar pedal in box

2245 +VAT Canon Zoemini C Instant Print camera in 
box

2246 +VAT Canon Zoemini C Instant Print camera in 
box

2247 +VAT Canon Zoemini C Instant Print camera in 
box
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2248 Garmin satnav with charging cable and action 
camera in tray

2249 Chinon 35-200mm lens

2250 +VAT EchoShow 5 2nd Gen

2251 Large selection of first day covers, some 
envelopes, binders, Royal Mail etc

2252 Box containing a variety of Match Attax football 
trading card packs from 2010

2253 Variety of Chelsea match day programmes and 
Chelsea FC magazines

2254 Selection of Queen and Freddie Mercury 
memorabilia to include posters, books, Bakpak 
1021 limited edition 4 disc interview set

2255 Liberace. An Autobiography, 1973. 1st. UK 
Edition. Signed 'Liberace - love to Alex' on the 
title page. 8vo. Hb. red cloth. 
£20-30

2256 Stamp albums, first day covers, loose stamps 
and miscellaneous

2257 Two boxes containing a variety of loose first day 
covers, stamp albums. Minor contents- mostly 
empty binders

2258 Pair of Carl Zeiss Jena 10x50 binoculars with 
original leather case

2259 Pair of 10x50 Mark Scheffel binoculars and a 
pair of opera glasses in carry bag

2260 Football Association volume 1-4 from the 
1950's, published by Caxton

2261 Yashica-Mat TLR camera with leather case, in 
box

2262 Large selection of football match day souvenir 
programmes to include a Liverpool v Leicester 
City 1974 pamphlet

2263 Plastic tray of various Division One and other 
football memorabilia and programmes, signed 
by unverified

2264 Two boxes of various football memorabilia and 
other bric a brac items

2265 +VAT Sam Warburton OBE signed and framed 
set for British and Irish Lions and Wales player 
with COA attached to back of frame

2266 +VAT Michael Lynagh Australian international 
signed framed and glazed picture with COA 
attached to back of frame

2267 Two TV brackets, two sets of water lite speakers 
and an iPad stand

2268 Panasonic DVD and VHS player

2269 +VAT Pair of pan head electronic motorized 
camera head units with remote control module 
and fitted case

2270 Hepburn MKII DAD radio with power adapter

2271 Pair of JBL Control 5 passive speakers

2272 Bowens barn door light fitting shroud

2273 Wooden cased chess set, chess set with pieces 
in fitted case

2274 Prinz 8mm movie editor proofmaster set in box

2275 Box of loose electronics, mobile phone SIM 
cards, batteries and power adapters

2276 Airfix 60th anniversary D-Day model set 1:72 
scale

2277 Two trays of play worn diecast vehicles

2278 VIP electric model roadway set in box

2279 Tray containing various play worn diecast 
vehicles

2280 Four trays of various diecast vehicles

2281 Arcade 1amp Pacman arcade machine with 
power supply

2282 Hornby railways high speed train set in box

2284 Various clown themed ornaments, decorations 
and figures

2285 Meccano programmable child's toy robot

2286 Dr Who figure collectibles

2287 Bag of various Blu-ray discs

2288 Bag of various Blu-ray discs

2289 Tray containing various CDs, cassette tapes and 
vinyl records to include Freddie Mercury, Def 
Leopard, Guns N' Roses etc

2290 Large scale wooden chessboard, no pieces

2291 Various model sets to include Thunderbirds and 
Spectrum playsets

2292 Cader road racing set in box

2293 Tray containing some boxed and unboxed 
commercial diecast vehicles to include Lledo 
Days Gone vehicles

2294 Box containing large scale plastic model 
children's toys and a Dennis fire engine Series 6 
1:32 kit

2295 Remote control black Spiderman character

2296 Bag containing various costume jewellery items

2297 Tray containing cufflinks, gent's watches to 
include a stainless steel strap watch
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2298 Ten Hornby and other OO gauge Pullman 
coaches (10) 
£50-80

2299 OO and HO gauge rolling stock and carriages to 
include a City of London engine

2300 Two boxes containing various bric a brac items, 
collectable snowman figurine, Cloisonné items 
and others

2301 Tray containing vintage postcards

2302 Shell car care kit

2303 Ingersoll and Eversharp American made 
propelling pencil with silver plate in case

2304 Cushion containing a variety of badges of 
various counties

2305 Costume jewellery items including cameos

2306 Two pearl necklace sets to include one by 
Takashimaya

2307 Bag containing a Vegas light roulette wheel

2308 Goodmans One Ten stereo radio receiver 
amplifier

2309 Mecca Azteca 2011 Jesse Hernandez figure in 
box by RAJE toys

2310 Selection of power adapters, VJ cables and 
other sundries electrical items on box

2311 NAD turntable with goldring Elektra stylus

2312 +VAT Leak troughline FM unit model 3

2313 Pioneer Audio Video stereo receiver SXV200

2314 Tray containing various loose sunglasses to 
include various brands

2315 JVC micro hifi system with CD player, speakers 
and remote

2316 Two trays of diecast vehicles

2317 Box containing Hornby Dublo vintage track 
pieces

2318 Plastic tray containing Hornby Dublo 3 rail track

2319 Toshiba 32" TV in box (untested)

2320 Jigsaw puzzles and action figure jet toy

2321 Two Sony home audio centre systems model 
Shake X3D incomplete- two sets of speakers 
and two CD players (for spares)

2322 LG soundbar model SJ3 in box

2323 LG SL5 wifi soundbar in box

2324 Philips soundbar 5000 series system in box

2325 Two Akai satellite speakers

2326 +VAT Hitachi mini amplifier CD player system, 
damaged

2327 +VAT Arcam CD player, no other accessories or 
remote

2328 Marantz CD player together with Harman-
Kardon DVD player and a Harman-Kardon tuner

2329 Quad 306 power amplifier together with a pre 
amp control unit

2330 Sony DVD VHS player, CB radio test equipment, 
Avo meter and monitor

2331 Pair of Wharfedale diamond 8.1 bookshelf 
speakers

2332 Technics AV control stereo receiver system with 
four Modus by Wharfedale speakers

2333 Hinari mid four hifi system with speakers

2334 Samsung soundbar R5500 and subwoofer kit in 
box

2335 Sony HT-G700 soundbar set in box

2336 Arcam Alfa 7 AM/FM tuner

2337 Variety of European and Irish and other early 
GB coinage to include a selection of world bank 
notes

2338 A Gamages Maskelyne's Mysteries magic set, 
boxed, a Marx clockwork cat, a German 
clockwork kangaroo, two plastic articulated 
figures and two puzzles (7) 
£30-50

2339 Three Benson and Hedges pieces of eight 
uncirculated coin collections from 1983 and a 
Silver Jubilee the Queen's ascension 1977 
cover set

2341 Royal Crown Derby fine bone china pheasant 
model together with a Royal Crown Derby bone 
china plate

2342 Six collectable 50p pieces to include Peter 
Rabbit

2343 Selection of pocket knives in tray

2344 Large collection of Coca Cola toy railway set by 
Thomas Kinkade's Christmas Express to include 
various buildings with styrofoam packaging, train 
engine and rail

2345 Box containing various DVDs inc. British Steam 
Railways

2346 Two Kodak photographic projection kits together 
with two screens and a box containing a further 
set of loose camera accessories and cameras

2347 Various Lego and other playset pieces in bag

2348 Buffalo 500gb drive station
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2349 +VAT Hands free controller for tablets and 
computers by Air Turn, Equinox smoke machine 
and a sound projector

2350 Audio Technica turntable set in box

2351 Sony SAZF9 soundbar and sub woofer

2352 Sony SAG700 soundbar and subwoofer

2353 Box of various compilations and other records

2354 Nine various TV brackets to include Sanstrom, 
Sanus and others

2355 Presidence 88" span electrofly two aircraft with 
controller (incomplete)

2356 Two vintage disco lights

2357 Two Orbit Sound active sound subwoofers 
together with Samsung wireless subwoofer for a 
soundbar

2358 +VAT Fostex 160 multitracker mixer

2359 +VAT Behringer DJX700 mixer

2360 *Withdrawn*

2361 +VAT TCL wireless soundbar and subwoofer kit 
with remote

2362 +VAT Touchdown Audio sound speaker with 
wireless charging

2363 +VAT Lithe Audio garden rock speaker

2364 +VAT Marshall wireless multi room speaker unit 
model Woburn with box

2365 Fencing foil with rounded tip and slip case

2366 Yamaha digital drum set

2367 Yamaha PSR keyboard

2368 Violin with damaged strings with hard case and 
bow

2369 Saxophone with minor damage

2370 Six string children's electric guitar by Stag

2371 Falcon six string black and red finish acoustic 
guitar

2372 +VAT Yamaha ERG121C six string electric 
guitar in black

2373 Child's Rockwood by Hohner six string electric 
guitar in black and white finish

2374 Classis hollow bodied Hohner style electro 
acoustic bass guitar

2375 Peavey seven string electric guitar in black and 
white finish

2376 Four string electric bass guitar with short neck

2377 Aria ProII RS Wildcat six string electric guitar in 
black

2378 +VAT XBoard 49 EMU digital keyboard

2379 Kustom 10FX guitar speaker

2380 +VAT Fender 125 dreadnought acoustic guitar 
in box with stand and accessories

2381 +VAT Pair of Optika microscope systems with 
power supplies, in box

2382 +VAT Pair of Optika microscope systems with 
power supplies, in box

2383 Pair of Technics model SBCS5 speakers with 
minor damage

2384 +VAT Bag of various camera body equipment, 
accessories, vintage camera, film camera kits 
and lenses

2385 Subbuteo table rugby game, carpet golf game 
and 4 sets of table soccer figures, etc. 
£30-40

2386 +VAT Sanus full motion 55" TV mount bracket 
and swivel base 60" TV bracket

2387 +VAT Touchdown wireless charging lamp in box

2388 +VAT Acurite temperature alarm clock unit with 
power supply

2389 +VAT Arcade 1UP Capcom Street Fighter II 
arcade machine (faulty backlight)

2390 +VAT TP-Link wifi smart plug set in blister pack

2391 +VAT Soundlink Mini 2 speaker by Bose

2392 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker in box

2393 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker in box

2394 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer

2395 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer in box

2396 +VAT HP Envy Inspire 7220E printer in box

2397 +VAT Touchdown wireless audio 360 sound 
bluetooth table with wireless charging

2398 +VAT Touchdown wireless audio 360 sound 
bluetooth table with wireless charging

2399 +VAT Touchdown wireless audio 360 sound 
bluetooth table with wireless charging

3001 +VAT sage barista express coffee machine

3002 +VAT sage barista express coffee machine

3003 +VAT sage barista express coffee machine

3004 +VAT Melitta solo coffee machine

3005 +VAT Kitchen Aid 4.3L standing mixer with 3 
attachments

3006 +VAT Unboxed Kitchen Aid 4.3L standing mixer 
with 3 attachments
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3007 +VAT Unboxed Kitchen Aid 4.3L standing mixer 
with 3 attachments

3008 Kitchen Aid classic standing mixer with 3 
attachments and other accessories

3009 +VAT Unboxed Kenwood K mix standing mixer 
with attachments

3010 +VAT Kenwood K mix standing mixer

3011 +VAT 4 Berghoff Eurocast professional series 
pans

3012 +VAT Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton 
dinnerware set

3013 +VAT Tramontina skillet with lid

3014 +VAT Box of Starfrit 'the Rock' pans

3015 Tray of citrus peel face cleanser

3016 +VAT 3 umbrellas

3017 +VAT Selection of mixed drinking bottles

3018 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3019 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3020 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3021 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3022 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3023 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3024 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3025 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3026 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3027 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3028 Box containing mugs, small teapots etc

3029 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3030 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3031 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3032 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3033 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3034 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3035 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3036 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3037 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3038 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3039 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3040 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3041 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3042 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3043 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3044 +VAT Bag containing mixed selection of various 
stationery, creams, air fresheners etc

3045 +VAT Large bag of gardening clothes

3046 +VAT 6 multi purpose organiser caddies plus a 
box of A4 lever arch files

3047 +VAT 1 box plus 1 unboxed Taylor glass digital 
weighing scales

3048 +VAT Box containing bowls, freezer bags etc

3049 Cutting mats

3050 +VAT 3 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3051 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3052 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3053 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3054 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3055 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3056 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S mark 
coffee machine

3057 +VAT Unboxed Sage barista express coffee 
machine

3058 +VAT Unboxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3059 +VAT boxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3060 +VAT boxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3061 +VAT boxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3062 +VAT boxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3063 +VAT boxed Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3064 +VAT Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton 
dinnerware set

3065 +VAT 7 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3066 +VAT 3 unboxed Sabatier dish racks

3067 +VAT 7 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3068 Box containing mixed household ware

3069 Lot containing 3 mixed flasks and soup maker

3070 Nespresso Virtuo coffee machine plus a 
Nespresso Virtuo plus magimix coffee machine

3071 +VAT Box containing Kenwood food processor 
accessories

3072 +VAT Box of Kenwood food processor 
accessories
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3073 +VAT Box of Kenwood food processor 
accessories

3074 +VAT Box of Kenwood food processor 
accessories

3075 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact plus food 
processor

3076 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact all in one 
system food processor

3077 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact all in one 
system food processor

3078 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp and air fryer 
multi use pressure cooker

3079 +VAT Bravilor bonamat coffee brewer

3080 +VAT Starfrit 'The Rock' cooking pot plus 2 
crock pots and microwave/oven dishes

3081 +VAT Box containing 2 small table lamps and 2 
Ottlite desk lamps

3082 +VAT Stack of rugs and mats

3083 +VAT Space saving laundry basket plus a mini 
folding desk

3084 +VAT Small bag of lighting

3085 +VAT Bag containing sun readers, Gillette 
shaving blades, toothbrush heads etc

3086 +VAT Mini stationery filer

3087 +VAT Tramontina pans and Starfrit the Rock 
cooking pot

3088 Box containing 30 notepads

3089 +VAT Instant Pot Duo multi use pressure cooker

3090 Panasonic bread maker

3091 +VAT Daewoo halogen 17L air fryer

3092 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machine

3093 +VAT Bamix hand whisker

3094 +VAT Swan hot water urn

3095 +VAT Swan hot water urn

3096 +VAT Box of porcelain bowls, bowl set, box of 
stoneware bowls and box of tumblers

3097 +VAT Delonghi espresso coffee machine

3098 +VAT Electric wine set plus Food & Friends lazy 
Susan set

3099 +VAT Circulon non-stick cookware set

3100 +VAT Braun Care style compact steamer iron

3101 +VAT Flower patterned craft carrier bag

3102 +VAT Flower patterned craft carrier bag

3103 +VAT Large flower patterned tug along craft bag

3104 +VAT 7 CutterPillar Pro scrap book and craft 
paper trimmers

3105 +VAT 2 Singer Sew Essential storage systems

3106 +VAT 2 Singer Sew Essential storage systems

3107 +VAT Cricut peronal electronic cutting machine 
for cake decorating and Cricut Create shape and 
letter cutter

3108 +VAT Crafters Dream cutting board plus pack of 
A1 folding cutting mats

3109 +VAT 2 boxes of hydraulic height adjustable 
chairs

3110 +VAT 2 boxes of craft items incl. dye brush, dye 
pack accessory kits, cork roll, etc.

3111 +VAT 2 boxes of felt sheets and various other 
card stock sheets and crafting style paper

3112 +VAT 3 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machines

3113 +VAT 3 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machines

3114 +VAT 3 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machines

3115 +VAT 2 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machines

3116 +VAT 2 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machines

3117 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3118 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3119 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3120 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3121 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3122 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3123 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3124 +VAT 1 Big Shot Switch electric shape cutting 
and embossing starter kit machine

3125 +VAT Box containing approx. 24 multi purpose 
heat tools

3126 +VAT 2 boxed professional heat press foiling 
systems

3127 +VAT 2 boxed professional heat press foiling 
systems
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3128 +VAT 2 boxed professional heat press foiling 
systems

3129 +VAT 2 crafters portable multimedia machines

3130 +VAT 2 Gemini Junior multimedia machines

3131 +VAT 2 Gemini mini storage caddies plus loose 
foil stamp dyes, battery booster cables, etc.

3132 +VAT Go fabric cutter

3133 +VAT Go Big electric fabric cutter

3134 +VAT Selection of Go fabric cutting dye, 
licenced fabric cutting dye, etc. in various 
colours

3135 +VAT Box containing Tonic Tangerine dye 
cutting machine

3136 +VAT Crafters Edge Crossover 2 fabric and 
paper cutting system

3137 +VAT Crafters Edge Crossover 2 fabric and 
paper cutting system

3138 +VAT Gemini Pro multimedia machine

3139 +VAT Selection of various machines incl. 3 mini 
embossing machines, Memory Keepers mini 
printer, button maker and hot foil and letter press 
machine

3140 +VAT 6" cutting and embossing machine plus 
platinum dye cutting and embossing machine

3141 +VAT Craftwell automatic dye cutting and 
embossing machine

3142 +VAT Hot foil emboss dye cut letter press multi 
function crafting machine

3143 +VAT Butterwick EB6100 sewing machine

3144 +VAT Brother F7210 sewing machine with pedal 
and manual

3145 +VAT Brother F718QC sewing machine with 
pedal

3146 +VAT Brother M230E embroidery machine

3147 +VAT Brother M230E embroidery machine

3148 +VAT Brother M230E embroidery machine

3149 +VAT Torso mannequin on stand

3150 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3151 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3152 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3153 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3154 +VAT 2 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3155 +VAT 2 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3156 +VAT 2 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3157 +VAT 2 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3158 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3159 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3160 +VAT 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3161 +VAT 5 A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3162 +VAT 5 A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3163 +VAT 5 A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3164 +VAT 5 A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3165 +VAT 5 Pro Cut A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3166 +VAT 5 Pro Cut A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3167 +VAT 5 Pro Cut A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3168 +VAT 5 Pro Cut A4 dye, cutting and embossing 
machines

3169 +VAT Bag containing various craft items incl. 
glitter mini vac, coloured shapes, etc.

3170 +VAT Large bag of mixed craft accessories incl. 
motorized quilting tool, hen lines, etc.

3171 +VAT Large bag of mixed craft accessories incl. 
needle nose wire clippers, binding wire, etc.

3172 +VAT Large bag of Create and Craft rolls of 
material

3173 +VAT Large bag of Create and Craft rolls of 
material

3174 +VAT Half pallet of pro cutting A4 dye 
embossing machine (for parts only)

3175 +VAT Half pallet of craft paper, accessories, etc.

3176 +VAT Half pallet of A4 embossing and cutting 
machines (for parts only)

3177 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.
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3178 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.

3179 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.

3180 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.

3181 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.

3182 +VAT Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper 
kits, lantern making kits, etc.

3183 +VAT Box containing festive wreath kits

3184 +VAT Bag of felting kits, and cross stich and 
craft kits

3185 +VAT Bag of mixed items incl. Disney Winnie-
the-Pooh A6 topper kits plus Disney princess 
metal dyes, etc.

3186 +VAT Bag containing mixed wools and yarns

3187 +VAT Bag containing mixed wools and yarns

3188 +VAT Bag containing mixed wools and yarns

3189 +VAT 2 pro cut A4 die cutting and embossing 
machines

3190 +VAT 2 pro cut A4 die cutting and embossing 
machines

3191 +VAT 2 pro cut A4 die cutting and embossing 
machines

3192 +VAT 2 pro cut A4 die cutting and embossing 
machines

3193 +VAT 3 pro cut A4 die cutting and embossing 
machines

3194 +VAT Pallet of mixed assorted items to include 
create and craft purple tape pens, clip board 
words, craft paper etc

3195 +VAT Bag containing A4 stamp sets, stencils etc

3196 +VAT 3 boxes of window mounted bird houses

3197 +VAT 1 box containing approximately 20 create 
and craft scalloped edge ribbon packs plus 
another box containing approximately 20 create 
and craft gingham ribbon packs

3198 +VAT Box containing various AC adapters

3199 +VAT Eclipse ultra sewing table

3200 +VAT 3 boxes containing approximately 60 each 
of craft activity bags

3201 +VAT Mixed assorted lights to include floor and 
table LED magnifying lamp, Ottlite triple 
magnifier lamps, desk lamp etc

3202 +VAT 2 assorted shelves containing stationery 
binders, birthday card making sets, 5 in 1 paper 
trimmer etc

3203 +VAT Quantity of mixed assorted happy 
planners

3204 +VAT Bee themed sewing bag, dark grey felt 
bag, and 3 Pinflare jute bag crafting kits

3205 +VAT Selection of items to include knit you at 
home bunny and Tonic Studios storage project 
rimini

3206 +VAT Disney Winnie the Pooh design inserts 
plus some A4 paper kits etc

3207 +VAT Mixed assorted items to include Iconic 
Studio deckle cutters etc

3208 +VAT Mixed assorted items to include mesh 
screens to distressed text plus mesh screen 
design papers

3209 +VAT Shelf of 3 various knitting bags, and 2 tote 
bags

3210 +VAT 4 x A2 academy portfolios

3211 +VAT Box containing mixed assorted slim line 
paper pads, paint brush sets, signature collector 
stamps etc

3212 +VAT Box containing approximately 10 pack of 
60 A4 mirror boards

3213 +VAT 3 boxes containing 24 each of the multi 
purpose heat tools

3214 +VAT Rotary cutter and ruler combo, paper 
trimmer and 2 A4 magnetic light boards

3215 +VAT 6 Cuttlebug machines

3216 +VAT Lot containing artists pastels, sponge 
dauber cases etc

3217 +VAT 12 Tomas and Kade studios canvas 
painted pictures in various designs

3218 +VAT Quantity of all inclusive diamond facial art 
kits in various designs

3219 +VAT 1 box containing some midwinter 
cardstock collections, printed paper packs plus 
another box containing floral laces etc

3220 +VAT Quantity of various craft books to include 
Elizabeth Grant, Making cushion covers, 
Origami garden etc

3221 +VAT 4 large bags of mixed assorted pastes, 
rollers, paints etc

3222 +VAT Stack of 12 by 12 mini storage boxes plus 
other various sizes

3223 +VAT Tonic Studios rolling bag

3224 +VAT Tonic Studios rolling bag
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3225 +VAT 2 mixed design tote bags plus 2 Tonic 
Studio handbags

3226 +VAT Brother M230E embroidery machine with 
the multi function foot controller pedal

3227 +VAT 7 foiling machines

3228 +VAT 2 rotary cutter and embossing extension 
tables plus 2 Singer heavy duty mechanical 
extension cables and some Xpress mats for 
quilting etc

3229 +VAT Shelf containing a mini craft collection 
case, mini craft storage boxes, fine artist roll etc

3230 +VAT Shelf containing various coloured craft 
paper and specialised selected paper

3231 +VAT Brita water filter jug in box plus 1 unboxed

3232 +VAT Unboxed Braun hand whisker

3233 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3234 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3235 +VAT 6 mini storage caddies

3236 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer

3237 +VAT Small stack of bath rugs

3238 +VAT Large bowl

3239 Catering commercial digital ultra sonic cleaner

3240 +VAT Stack of mixed rugs and mats

3241 Starfrit the Rock cookware set

3242 +VAT Russell Hobbs black 4 slice toaster

3243 +VAT 2 Russell Hobbs kettles, box of glasses 
and kitchen scale

3244 Magimix juicer

3245 Tray containing cutlery, glass plates, etc.

3246 +VAT Russell Hobbs steamer iron

3247 +VAT Philips steam iron

3248 +VAT Philips steam iron

3249 +VAT Masons Craft & More glass canister set

3250 +VAT Glass premium food storage set

3251 +VAT 2 boxes of signature mugs

3252 +VAT 3 serving platter sets

3253 +VAT BT Premium phone hand set

3254 +VAT Fridja juicer

3255 +VAT Duo Paris pepper and salt mill

3256 +VAT Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton 
dinnerware set

3257 +VAT KitchenAid 100 year Ltd. Ed. Queen of 
Hearts electric kettle

3258 +VAT Kilner glass drinks dispenser

3259 +VAT Tramontine Proline oval chafing dish

3260 +VAT Tramontine Proline oval chafing dish

3261 +VAT 2 tier basket panier plus deluxe buffet 
caddy

3262 +VAT Box of various Henry Hoover accessories

3263 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer and 2 steam irons

3264 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3265 +VAT Multi system storage box

3267 +VAT Samsung Jetson 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3268 +VAT Samsung Jetson 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3269 +VAT Samsung Jetson 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3270 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 series cordless stick 
vacuum with battery, pole, head, 3 attachments 
and charger

3271 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series vacuum with pole, 
head and battery. No other accessories or 
charger

3272 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum

3273 +VAT Beldray air power cordless vacuum

3274 Handheld Dyson DC44 animal with pole, head, 2 
attachments and charger

3275 Handheld Dyson V6 Fluffy with pole, head, 
charger and 2 attachments

3276 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC35 hoover with pole, 
head, 2 attachments and charger

3277 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 hoover with pole, 
head, 2 attachments and charger

3278 +VAT Handheld Bosch vacuum with pole, head 
and battery

3279 +VAT H-Handy Express vacuum with charger

3280 +VAT Upright Shark steam mop

3281 +VAT 3 H-Handy 700 handheld hoovers

3282 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery washer

3283 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery washer

3284 +VAT Shark duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum

3285 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and a small bag of accessories
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3286 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and a small bag of accessories

3287 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and a small bag of accessories

3288 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and a small bag of accessories

3289 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and a small bag of accessories

3290 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3291 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3292 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3293 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3294 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3295 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3296 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3297 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3298 +VAT Tug-along Miele cat and dog vacuum with 
pole and head

3299 Steam mop with bag of accessories

3300 Upright Gtech AirRam, no charger

3301 Upright Gtech AirRam with no charger

3302 Upright Gtech AirRam with no charger

3303 Upright Gtech AirRam with no charger

3304 Upright G-tech AirRam with charger

3305 +VAT Shark duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum

3306 +VAT 2 boxed Upright shark steam mops

3307 +VAT Shark cordless anti hair wrap vacuum in 
box

3308 NSA pedestal fan with power supply

3309 Tug-along Miele vacuum with pole

3310 Henry numatic vacuum cleaner with pole

3311 +VAT Lego technic BMW set

3312 +VAT 4 packs of skincare creams

3313 +VAT Omron automatic upper arm blood 
pressure monitor

3314 +VAT Snap Craftwell die cutting machine

3315 +VAT Marc Jacobs Daisy Dream eau de parfum 
50ml, Elizabeth Arden Splendor eau de parfum 
30ml & Vera Wang Look eau de parfum 100ml

3316 Damascus steel knife set in case

3317 +VAT Large hard shell Samsonite suitcase

3318 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase with box

3319 +VAT Large hard shell Samsonite suitcase with 
box

3320 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase with box

3321 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3322 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3323 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3324 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3325 +VAT Medium hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3326 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3327 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase with box

3328 +VAT 2 mini fabric suitcases plus 3 hard shell 
American Tourister suitcases

3329 +VAT 5 sofa cushions

3330 +VAT 2 memory foam pillows

3331 Black and Decker large fan

3332 +VAT Titan can cooler bag

3333 Box of hot hand foot warmers

3334 +VAT Ultimate luxury duvet plus a pillow

3335 Box of iPod Nano leather cases

3336 +VAT 2 boxed Sabatier expandable dish racks

3337 Bag of approximately 70 golf balls

3338 +VAT 2 Brookstone heated throws

3339 +VAT 2 Boxed plus 1 unboxed double arch 
candle holders

3340 Large selection of mixed drinking glasses and 
wine making kit

3341 2 Nestling juicers

3342 Box containing ladies Under Armour t-shirts and 
some mixed design jeans

3343 Bag containing 2 pillows

3344 Bag of clothing with tags

3345 Bag containing mixed handbags, purses etc

3346 Large quantity of Micro-USB sync cables

3347 +VAT 2 gym balls
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3348 +VAT Crystal clear Microdermabrasion device

3349 Box of girls pink slippers

3350 Box of fishing bait

3351 +VAT Mini blue fabric case

3352 Mini hard-shelled 'Winnie the Pooh' suitcase 
plus another blue case

3353 +VAT T91 digital stand fan

3354 +VAT T91 digital stand fan

3355 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3356 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3357 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3358 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3359 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3360 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3361 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3362 +VAT WooZoo desktop fan

3363 Box of mixed clothing to include tops, jeans etc

3364 +VAT Seville Classics desk-riser

3365 +VAT Seville Classics desk-riser

3366 Box containing a large quantity of Top Shop 
ladies leggings

3367 Selection of various pillows and elegance 
bedding

3368 Large quantity of cardboard display 
stands/boxes

3369 +VAT Bag containing 18 pairs of ladies Elle 
underwear

3370 3 large tubs of heavy duty laundry powder

3371 3 large cooking pots

3372 6ft pre-lit Christmas tree

3373 Culinar 17L halogen oven

3374 Box containing mixed style vases

3375 Ceramic slow cooker

3376 Tray containing roll out curtains/blinds

3377 +VAT Ninja 3 in 1 food processor

3378 +VAT Polti vertical style clothes steamer

3379 +VAT Tray containing collectible figures to 
include Marvel Spiderman, Game of Thrones etc

3380 Tray of rosemary and lavender shampoos

3381 +VAT Box of various hair products to include 
Pureology, Shu Uemura, Avida etc

3382 +VAT Box of mixed beauty products to include 
Aveda, aqua therapy formulas, Redken etc

3383 +VAT Box containing mixed cosmetics to 
include Aveda, stress fix cleansing oils etc

3384 +VAT Large box of various cosmetics to include 
nail gels, plant pill based creams, Redken 
conditioners etc

3385 +VAT Box containing cosmetics to include 
Redken, Shu Uemura cleansing oil shampoos 
etc

3386 +VAT Box containing crystal clear skin care for 
the micro dermabrasion machine plus some 
cosmetic bags

3387 +VAT Box containing mixed cosmetics to 
include wax, nail filers, brushes etc

3388 +VAT Explorer camp chef cooker

3389 Selection of various children's clothing to include 
Champion etc

3390 1 tray containing mixed clothing plus another 
tray of lace curtains

3391 Clothes rail

3392 Native American jacket plus a military uniform

3393 +VAT Brook Taverner striped blazer, size 42" 
chest (hanging)

3394 Matinee black leather jacket, Item is used, no 
size showing on garment (hanging)

3395 +VAT Passenger Spruce Sherpa fleece shirt, 
size M

3396 +VAT Igloo roller cooler box

3397 +VAT Igloo roller cooler box

3398 +VAT Coca-Cola cooler box

3399 +VAT 3 boxed water flossers

3400 +VAT 3 boxed water flossers

3401 +VAT 3 neck and back massagers

3402 +VAT 5 smart LED striplights

3403 Cricut Explorer Air 2 cutting machine with box, 
cable and accessories

3404 +VAT Baby Moved food prep machine

3405 Box of Crash Bandicoot notebooks

3406 +VAT Home collection weighted blanket

3407 +VAT Comfy Original wearable blanket

3408 +VAT Box containing approx 21 filter cartridges 
for Brita water filters jugs and others

3409 +VAT LA Cross Technology alarm clock
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3410 Box of AAA batteries

3411 Large quantity of small purple stress balls

3412 Bag of mixed ladies lingerie

3413 Box containing Sequin Collection bears, wall 
hanging design glass, etc

3414 Large quantity of paper craft toppers

3415 9 trays of mixed mens and womens clothings

3416 +VAT Disassembled cat scratch tower

3417 Boxed pair of DeWalt safety boots size 9 (have 
been worn)

3418 +VAT Box of Crystal Clear skincare creams for 
Microdermabrasion machines

3419 +VAT Box containing mixed cosmetics to 
include bright concentrate oils, etc

3420 +VAT Large inflatable bouncy castle with pump

3421 Pair of Penguin mens desert boots size 9

3422 Pair of Russell & Bromley brown shoes

3423 Pair of All Saints black boots size 6

3424 Boxed pair of Nike Metcon 5 trainers size 10

3425 Boxed pair of Mallet London shoes size 10

3426 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma Electro Green 
trainers size 8.5

3427 +VAT Pair of mens Kumba All Seasons boots 
size 9

3428 Quantity of mixed colour hula hoops

3429 Boxes of various mixed style safety shoes

3430 +VAT Marcy multigym with boxes and weights

3431 +VAT Nordic Track electric folding treadmill with 
psu, manual, etc

3432 +VAT Spin bike

3433 Horizon Fitness cross trainer

3434 +VAT Everlast Powercore heavy bag kit

3435 +VAT Lifetime basketball hoop with stand

3436 +VAT Disassembled childs play mansion

3437 +VAT Royal baby push along bike

3438 +VAT 2 boxes of Original Squishamole toys

3439 Childs mini Mercedes pushalong car

3440 HM5G4 remote control helicopter

3441 Air Hogs flying drone plus a gyroscope plane

3442 +VAT Jetson 3 wheel lightup kick scooter

3443 +VAT Selection of toys to include scooter, Nerf 
guns, Crayola, etc

3444 +VAT Childs Intex bouncy castle

3445 Selection of mixed boxed toys, board games, 
puzzles, etc

3446 Frisbees plus some drop dots balls, etc

3447 +VAT 2 swing ball sets

3448 +VAT 2 Crayola ultimate colouring sets

3449 +VAT H2Go swimming pool

3450 Large teddy bear

3451 +VAT Step 2 childs play kitchen in box

3452 Box of super kites

3453 +VAT Max Health fitness board (missing 
remote)

3454 +VAT Selection of boxed and unboxed 
swimming pools

3455 +VAT Lifetime 32'' impact backboard set

3456 +VAT 2 Wilson NBA basketballs

3457 6 mannequins

3458 Hotpoint 6kg washing machine

3459 Bosch washing machine

3460 Beko slimline dishwasher

3461 Siemens dishwasher

3462 Hotpoint fridge freezer

3463 +VAT Panasonic microwave

3464 Small tabletop fridge

3465 +VAT 2 large induction hobs

3466 +VAT Slimline wine fridge

3467 Boxed and unboxed clothes airers

3468 Bag of 14 pairs of mixed shoes to include heels

3469 +VAT 6 pairs of mixed shoes including heels 
and ankle boots

3470 +VAT Bag of 18 pairs of mixed shoes including 
sandals and slippers

3471 Bag of 6 pairs of shoes including boots and 
ankle boots

3472 +VAT Grafter Cover II work boots size 11

3473 +VAT Vivienne Westwood x Melissa VW Solar 
size EU 38

3474 +VAT Ego Malayah boots size 8 and a pair of 
Pretty Little Thing chunky block heel sandals 
size 3
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3475 Bag containing selection of bags

3476 +VAT Sosandar Silver Snake size EU 41

3477 Selection of bags in various styles and sizes

3478 +VAT Homgeek hand blender kit, Addis window 
vac and Pet grooming hair clipper set

3479 Bag containing four Oliver Bonas dresses, all 
size 18

3480 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
River Island, Hollister, C&A etc

3481 +VAT Selection of clothing to include BooHoo, 
River Island, ASOS, Club L, Izabel, Dancing 
Leopard, PrettyLittleThing and Dorothy Perkins

3482 +VAT Bath bombs, bars of soaps, Hard wax 
beans, wax melts etc

3483 +VAT Bridge Design floor lamp

3484 +VAT 3 Bridge Design table lamps

3485 +VAT Tray of LA ladies seamless briefs

3486 +VAT Tray of ladies LA seamless bras

3487 +VAT Tray of ladies LA seamless bras

3488 2 boxed pairs of kids Giant Glitter Hunter welly 
boots

3489 Box of Parklife dog treats, dog food and 2 dog 
bowls

3490 +VAT 12 Shu Uemura Art of Hair products

3491 12 Shu Uemura Art of Hair products

3492 +VAT 9 Shu Uemura Art of Hair products 
Shades reviving balm, conditioners, etc

3493 +VAT 6 Shu Uemura Art of Hair Brilliant Glaze 
treatment musk oils and argan oils, etc

3494 +VAT 6 Shu Uemura Art of Hair Brilliant Glaze 
treatment musk oils and argan oils, etc

3495 +VAT Selection of part used and unused Avida 
products, Crystal Clear, etc

3496 +VAT Selection of Crystal Clear Lift Mask 
Activator, tonics, Mini Lift Mask powders (part 
used and unused)

3497 +VAT Selection of Guinot Paris Radiance mask 
skin sets, essential oils, face creams, etc (all 
sealed)

3498 +VAT Selection of Guinot Paris products to 
include skin face serums, lifting face care 
creams, etc

3499 +VAT Selection of Chromatics Redken products, 
Shu Uemura conditioners and mint shampoos, 
anti dandruff shampoos, etc

3500 Large pallet of mixed assorted crafting paper

3501 +VAT Belstaff Marine roll neck jumper in black, 
size 2XL (hanging)

3502 +VAT Belstaff sweatshirt in dark ink, size large 
(hanging)

3503 +VAT Belstaff sweatshirt in dark ink, size XL 
(hanging)

3504 +VAT Belstaff Marine roll neck jumper, size XL 
(hanging)

3505 +VAT Belstaff Marine roll neck jumper, size M 
(hanging)

3506 +VAT Belstaff sweatshirt in dark ink, size large 
(hanging)

3507 +VAT Belstaff Marine roll neck jumper, size XL 
(hanging)

3508 +VAT Belstaff Racemaster jacket, size 42 
(hanging)

3509 +VAT Pair of True Religion Ricky jeans (size 30) 
and pair of Billionaire Boys Club jeans (size 32) 
(both used quality) (bagged)

3510 +VAT DKNY backpack in grey

3511 +VAT Two Nike tracksuits (both size medium) 
and Nike puffer jacket (large)

3512 +VAT LAS JC Star Equestrian helmet, size 56

3513 +VAT Bag containing Moschino, True Religion, 
and The North Face t shirts (various sizes - True 
Religion T Shirt has some dirt on arm from 
transit)

3514 +VAT Bag containing five Mint Velvet kimonos 
(four floral print, one leaf print) and sequin 
leopard sweater (all size small)

3515 +VAT 4 Mint Velvet floral kimonos, all size 
medium (bagged)

3516 +VAT Large selection of Mint Velvet clothing in 
various styles and sizes

3517 +VAT Large selection of Cupshe swimwear in 
various styles and sizes

3518 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3519 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
WoolOvers, Twisted Tailor, SLA The Label, 
Maison Hotel, Superdry, River Island and 
Principles

3520 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister companies 
clothing in various styles

3521 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include Levi, 
Zara, Timberland, etc

3522 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Umbro, 
GymShark, Under Armour, etc
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3523 +VAT Ted Baker London leopard detail saffiano 
large bag in yellow (A/F stitching undone one 
side at the bottom)

3524 +VAT Coach New York small handbag in 
midnight navy multi

3525 +VAT A Bathing Ape small zip around bag in 
camo green print

3526 +VAT C.P. Company polyester baseball cap in 
grey size large

3527 +VAT Vendetta Ghost Face embroidered hoodie 
in black no size label (hanging)

3528 +VAT Barbour Sporting waterproof and 
breathable tweed effect padded jacket no size 
label (hanging)

3529 Le Mu London pink and purple princess tulle 
dress age 11-12 (hanging)

3530 +VAT Coach New York bum bag in taupe / 
orange with dustbag

3531 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
0-3

3532 Selection of various baby accessories to include 
bibs, socks, blankets, etc

3533 Selection of children's accessories to include 
vests, socks, gloves, etc

3534 Selection of Little Miss Atelier and Maywa 
dresses in various designs

3535 +VAT Disney Loungefly Winnie The Pooh & 
Piglet backpack in black

3536 Gucci kids blue and pink logo print t-shirt age 6-
9 months

3537 Lapin House girls fluffy white ruffle bow detail 
skirt age 7

3538 Pamina girls pleated cupcake skirt in fuchsia 
age 3

3539 Dino Ski sparkle the unicorn kids snowsuit age 4
-5 (hanging)

3540 Selection of children's sportswear to include 
Adidas, Nike, Lyle & Scott, etc

3541 Pallet containing children's clothing ages 4+

3542 Selection of children's Zara clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3543 Selection of designer children's clothing to 
include G-Raw, Tommy Hilfiger, Ted Baker, 
Emporio Armani and C.P. Company

3544 Large selection of branded children's clothing to 
include JoJo Maman Bebe, Joules, The Little 
White Company, Mori, Maxomorrd, Mamas & 
Papas, Boden, Toby Tiger, My Love Locks and 
Cath Kids

3545 Selection of John Lewis children's clothing in 
various designs

3546 Large selection of Next children's clothing in 
various styles and sizes

3547 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3548 +VAT Kith 10 year a Yankee basball caps both 
size 7 3/8

3549 +VAT Valentino castilla cipria clutch bag in rose

3550 +VAT Radley London small black handbag with 
dust bag

3551 +VAT Trapstar puffer jacket in bright blue size 
large (hanging)

3552 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister brands 
clothing in various styles

3553 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Reiss, 
Pretty Green, Weird Fish, Lacoste, Tommy 
Hilfiger, Ralph Lauren and Lyon Becker, etc

3554 +VAT Selection of Oh Polly dresses in various 
styles

3555 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses to include 
Society Eight, Los Angeles Atelier, River Island 
and Dancing Leopard

3556 +VAT Valentino alexia handbag in white / nude 
with dust bag

3557 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Z L Moda, 
House of Cb London, Miss Selfridge, Monsoon 
and Coast

3558 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oasis, 
Tommy Hilfiger, TwoTwinStyle and White Stuff

3559 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Two 
Narcissus, Cath Kidston, Monsoon, Boden, 
Hobbs, Reiss, Billa Bong, Jack Wills, Hush and 
Mint Velvet

3560 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include Levi, 
Divided, Iron Heart, etc

3561 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Gymshark, etc

3562 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3563 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3564 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3565 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3566 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3567 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Tresardi, Divided, PrettyLittleThing, Superdry, 
Stradivarius etc
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3568 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, GymKing, Calvin Klein, Sweaty Betty, 
etc

3569 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3570 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3571 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Barneys, 
Joules, Lipsy, Lavish Alice, Vero Moda, River 
Island and Sosandar

3572 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi, River 
Island, Ted Baker, Paul & Shark, Barbour, 
Superdry and Tommy Hilfiger

3573 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Sea Salt, 
Roman, Fat Face and MaxMara

3574 +VAT 2 x Superlove Merino all season sleeping 
bags

3575 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3576 +VAT Cabbage & Roses ladies winnifred 
sweater in navy size small (bagged)

3577 +VAT Aubrion park royal ladies show jacket in 
navy size 38 (hanging)

3578 +VAT Reiss ladies coco sb blazer in pink size 12 
(hanging)

3579 +VAT Islander Harris Tweed handbag in brown

3580 +VAT DKNY small handbag in black

3581 +VAT River Island handbag in multi nude

3582 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3583 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3584 +VAT The Ragged Priest dandy mixed 
patchwork super mini skirt size 12 (bagged)

3585 +VAT The Ragged Priest spectrum gingham 
shirt dress with buckles size medium (hanging)

3586 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister companies 
jeans in various styles

3587 +VAT The Oodie in potato design one size 
(hanging)

3588 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Collusion, Pieces, Stan Ray

3589 +VAT Adidas Chile 62 puffer jacket in white 
sized XL (hanging)

3590 +VAT Radley London paisley dog design beach 
bag

3591 +VAT Genuine Leather snake skin effect 
handbag in brown

3592 +VAT Guess X J Balvin tie dye lightning bolt 
track jacket size small (hanging)

3593 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Calvin Klein, Under Armour, etc

3594 +VAT Dolce & Gabana ladies silk look blouse in 
black size 28/42 signs of wear (hanging)

3595 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hush, 
Juicici, River Island, Little Mistress, Oh Polly and 
Harckle

3596 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Free 
People, Lipsy, Weird Fish, River Island, 
Monsoon, Hush, Needle & Thread and Brandy 
Meivlle

3597 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles 
and sizes

3598 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, Jam Industries, Isobaa, Pretty Green and 
Tommy Hilfiger

3599 +VAT Selection of bags in various styles

3600 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3601 +VAT Selection of accessories to include belts, 
scarfs, shoes, etc

3602 +VAT B-Side London tracksuit set in lilac and 
black size medium (bagged)

3603 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3604 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3605 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Lucy & 
Yak, Motel, Jack & Jones, etc

3606 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Under 
Armour, Hollister, The North Face, etc

3607 +VAT Selection of Miss City t-shirts in various 
designs

3608 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3609 +VAT Selection of clothing to include French 
Connection, Twisted Wunder, BooHoo, Nazz 
Collection, The Dolls House, Paris Atelier and 
House of Cb

3610 +VAT Selection of Dai clothing in various styles

3611 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Weird 
Fish, Jam Industries, DKNY, Kickers, Polo 
Ralph Lauren, Lowkey x Rick and Jack Wills

3612 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White 
Stuff, River Island, Khost, Sea Salt and Oliver 
Bonas

3613 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles
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3614 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3615 +VAT Hunza G London swimsuit in hot pink with 
dust bag

3616 +VAT Hunza G London swimsuit in hot pink with 
dust bag

3617 +VAT Jacquemus ladies la robe bellezza dress 
size 38 (hanging)

3618 +VAT CMP Sport ladies clima protect hooded 
jacker in white size small (hanging)

3619 +VAT Pretty Green sigma cotton jacket in black 
size medium (hanging)

3620 +VAT Akito concept wear race grade equipment 
ladies jacket size 10 signs of wear (hanging)

3621 +VAT The Ragged Priest neon green faux fur 
bucket hat

3622 +VAT The Tilley Hat in navy size 6 7/8

3623 +VAT Portia & Scarlet signature stella gown 
dress in champagne size 0 with dust bag 
(hanging)

3624 +VAT Boss Delaware phantom jeans in black 
size 32/32 (bagged)

3625 +VAT Diesel Library Strukt jeans in blue size 
33/30 (bagged)

3626 +VAT Carsicko heart emoji black puffer jacket 
size medium (hanging)

3627 +VAT Ted Baker flower eyelet small shopper 
handbag in black with dust bag

3628 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3629 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3630 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3631 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include Levi, 
Lucy & Yak, BooHoo, etc

3632 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Converse, etc

3633 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3634 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3635 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Uniqlo, 
Ralph Lauren, Passenger and Isobaa

3636 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monkl, 
Hush and Sea Salt

3637 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monkl, 
BooHoo, Coast and Mint Velvet

3638 +VAT 17 x 2 pack Puma boxer shorts in grey 
and black all size medium

3639 +VAT Selection of various ladies and men's 
underwear

3640 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3641 +VAT Selection of Shien clothing in various 
styles

3642 +VAT Chester Barrie savile row pure cashmere 
blazer jacket in grey (hanging)

3643 +VAT Hamilton Classics Rainwear andress all 
weather waterproof malaysian rubber jacket 
(hanging)

3644 +VAT Frida Khalo jungle print large purse & coin 
purse

3645 +VAT Radley London handbag in off white with 
dust bag

3646 +VAT Puma Limited edition Borussia Dortmund 
BVB Null Ne90n RICKEN 18 top size large with 
box

3647 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3648 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Brands 
clothing in various styles

3649 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Crosshatch, Joe Browns, etc

3650 +VAT Selection of Lazuli Label sportswear in 
various styles

3651 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Calvin Klein, Adidas, etc

3652 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Yumi, Oh 
Polly, Minuet Petite and True Decadence

3653 +VAT 3 x Uniqlo jackets in various styles sizes 
XS & S

3654 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3655 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Farah, 
River Island, Forever Unique, Jaded, Never 
Fully Dressed, Apricot and Ted Baker

3656 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Joules, 
Monsoon, Naia, Whistles, Oasis and Molly 
Bracken

3657 +VAT Large selection of Music / Rock Band 
related clothing in various styles and sizes

3658 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various designs

3659 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3660 +VAT Jigsaw ladies vivid floral maxi dress size 
12 (hanging)

3661 +VAT Parajumpers quilted puffer jacket in navy 
size medium signs of wear (hanging)
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3662 +VAT Jadore ladies lace sequin embellished 
evening dress in black / nude size 10 (hanging)

3663 +VAT House of Cb London ladies bodycon ruffle 
dress in red size XS with box

3664 +VAT Marc Jacobs the tote bag in teddy fleece 
brown (A/F missing strap handle

3665 +VAT Michael Kors small handbag in red

3666 +VAT Trapstar baseball cap in black / red

3667 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3668 +VAT Selection of denimwear, including Levis, 
Seasalt, Atelier & Other Stories etc

3669 +VAT Bag containing 15 orange Glasgow 
Rangers 22/23 third shirts, various sizes

3670 +VAT Selection of bags, purses etc

3671 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Joanna 
Hope, Julien Mcdonald, Pretty Little Thing, Sla, 
Blossom and Asos

3672 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Pretty 
Green, Whistles, Boden, Atelier & Other Stories, 
and Mint Velvet

3673 +VAT Bag containing selection of swimwear

3674 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3675 +VAT Monsoon floral dress, size 18 (hanging)

3676 +VAT Anthropologie pink combo dress, size XS 
(hanging)

3677 +VAT Ganni moonlight mauve gown, size s/m 
(hanging)

3678 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3679 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara, Bershka 
and MNG clothing

3680 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including Calvin Klein, Missguided, River Island 
etc

3681 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including Lucy & Yak, Fatface, Oasis etc

3682 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Adidas, Nike, Head etc

3683 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Castelli, Nike, Head, River Island etc

3684 +VAT Bag containing dresses, including Karen 
Millen, River Island, Monkl, Urban Outfitters and 
Ghost

3685 +VAT Bag containing clothing, including Pretty 
Green, Trapstar, True Religion, Hugo Boss, 
Joules, and the North Face

3686 +VAT Bag containing faux fur jackets from 
Brave Soul, Pimkie and Pull & Bear (all 
large/size 16)

3687 +VAT Sister Jane Pearl Spin tweed mini dress, 
size XS in pale pink (hanging)

3688 +VAT Bag containing pair of Atelier and Other 
Stories silk dresses, sizes Euro 36 and Euro 38

3689 +VAT Bee Queen by Reseda gold and black 
sequined dress, size 48 (hanging)

3690 +VAT CP Company hooded jacket (used 
condition) size medium (hanging)

3691 +VAT Stone Island Tricromia t shirt, size large 
(with flannels dustbag) (hanging)

3692 +VAT Radley tan leather clutch bag, boxed with 
dustbag

3693 +VAT Banned Alternative 'bag of tricks' 
Peekaboo cat handbag

3694 +VAT Ganni green leather tote bag with dustbag

3761 +VAT Caterpillar Powerplant Dealer safety boots 
size 10 (in wrong box)

3762 +VAT House of Cavani Scott shoes size 10

3763 +VAT Pallet of mixed used shoes including 
some odd pairs

3764 2 pairs of Russell & Bromley childrens boots 
size 30 and 31

3765 Amblers AS601C Lydia safety boots size 6

3766 +VAT Shoes For Crews Condor trainers size 10

3767 +VAT Converse All Star Hi trainers size 4.5

3768 +VAT Memery Helen evening sandals size EU 
39

3769 +VAT Memery Emily Oxford shoes size EU 39

3770 +VAT La Moda ladies boots size 3

3771 +VAT Bag of 19 pairs of ladies sandals and flats

3772 +VAT Bag of 8 pairs of mixed shoes including 
trainers by Reebok, Puma and Michael Kors 
(some showing signs of use)

3773 +VAT Bag of 11 pairs of shoes including trainers 
by Under Armour, Nike and Adidas and a pair of 
Calvin Klein Jeans sandals

3774 +VAT Bag of 11 pairs of shoes and some 
footwear accessories to include a pair of Nike 
trainers size 9 (one showing signs of use)

3775 +VAT Bag of 6 pairs of loose shoes including a 
pair of Geox boots size EU 30

3776 +VAT Brooks Ghost 14 size 4

3777 Nike Dunk High Championship Navy childrens 
trainers size 12.5
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3778 +VAT Tim erland mens boots size 11.5

3779 +VAT Skechers Oak Canyon size 9

3780 +VAT Nike Air Trainer 1 SP Travis Scott Wheat 
size 8

3781 +VAT Lacoste Marice BL 2 canvas trainers size 
10

3782 +VAT Lemon Jelly boots size EU 39

3783 +VAT Russell & Bromley Buxton ankle boots 
size 11

3784 +VAT Umbro Speciali Eternal Pro HG size 7.5

3785 +VAT Hai x Requins Harmony Silk shoes size 
EU 39

3786 +VAT Orinoco 2 Loafer size 4.5

3787 +VAT Aldo Kianou size 9

3788 +VAT Aldo Jeigh size 5

3789 +VAT Pair of Guyisa safety shoes size 6

3790 +VAT Nike Air Max 1Travis Scott Cactus Jack 
Saturn Gold size 9.5

3791 +VAT New Balance DRFT size 9.5

3792 +VAT French Sole Love Heart Blue Velvet Navy 
Glitter size 8

3793 Nike Air Force 1 Utility Black White childrens 
trainers size 6

3794 +VAT Puma AVID Non Knit trainers size 8.5

3795 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of sandals and slippers to 
include a pair of Lacoste sandals size 8

3796 +VAT Bag of 9 pairs of shoes including heels

3797 +VAT 2 pairs of Vivienne Westwood Anglomania 
pumps (signs of use, size unknown)

3798 +VAT Dr Martens Air Wair boots size 6

3799 +VAT Anthropologie sandals size 6 (used)

3800 +VAT Paradox London Nora wide fit heels size 
EU 37 and a pair of Dune London heel mules 
size EU 38

3801 +VAT R.A.D One trainers size 12 (some signs of 
use)

3802 +VAT Mystic Star Shoe 3mm Round Toe size 
EU 46

3803 +VAT Skechers Go Run Consistent size 9

3804 +VAT Regatta Lady Santa Cruz sandals size 6

3805 +VAT Fly London sandals size EU 38 (used)

3806 Bag of 16 pairs of childrens shoes including a 
pair of Nike Waffle trainers size 6 (some 
showing signs of use)

3807 +VAT Bag of 11 pairs of mixed shoes including 
heels and sandals

3808 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of shoes including trainers 
by Fila size 3

3809 +VAT Bag of 12 pairs of used shoes

3810 +VAT Reiss heels size EU 37 (used)

3811 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 11 Retro Cool Grey 
(2021) size 7.5

3812 +VAT Comme des Garçons Play x Converse 
trainers size 5 (signs of use)

3813 +VAT Jimmy Choo heels size EU 36

3814 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 4 childrens trainers size 
5.5 (used)

3815 +VAT Nike Dunk Low PRM Halloween (2021) 
(some signs of use)

3816 +VAT Christian Louboutin heels size EU 39 
(used, well worn)

3817 +VAT Valentino Garavani trainers size EU 40.5 
(used)

3818 +VAT Jimmy Choo sandals size EU 38 (used)

3819 +VAT Nike Air Vapormax Evo Triple Black size 7

3820 +VAT Skechers Summits womens shoes size 7

3821 +VAT Birkenstock Arizona EVA sandals size 5

3822 +VAT Oofos Ooclog size EU 40

3823 +VAT Nike Benassi Stussy Off Noir size 7

3824 +VAT Levi's Tijuana 2.0 size 5

3825 +VAT Geox Palmaria pumps size 5

3826 +VAT Venice shoes size 11 and a pair of 
Victoria womens trainers size EU 40

3827 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of sandals and slippers

3828 +VAT Bag of 8 pairs of mixed ladies shoes

4001 2010 Mercedes Sprinter 313CDI LWB van, no 
V5, two keys showing 284,236 miles

4002 2007 (57 plate) Mercedes Sprinter 311CDI LWB 
double curtain side van with tail lift, V5 and three 
keys showing 412,999 miles

4021 Schwinn Siro front suspension cycle in green

4022 Rennsport racing bike

4023 Small bronze coloured Amber by Raleigh cycle

4024 Claude Butler Nimbus folding cycle in silver

4025 Childs BMX style cycle in silver

4026 Childs full suspension Vesuvius Terrain cycle in 
pink
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4027 Claude Butler Trekking Explorer 200 cycle in 
silver

4028 Childs tricycle and scooter

4029 Cannondale F700 mountain cycle with blue 
frame

4030 Ivbs 4 wheeled street board

4031 Tacx cycle trainer in blue

4032 +VAT Specialised Sirrus cycle in dark grey

4033 +VAT Folding electric scooter (no charger)

4034 Vintage Raleigh Prima cycle in pink

4035 Independence Apollo front suspension cycle in 
red

4036 +VAT Ammaco mountain bike in blue

4037 Childs KT200 Harlem BMX style cycle in purple

4038 +VAT Pair of cycle wheels with black and blue 
rims and tyres

4039 +VAT Cube front suspension mountain cycle 
with front wheel detached in dark grey

4040 Felt racing cycle in red

4041 Flite Delta 24 girls cycle in pink and purple

4042 +VAT Jetson folding electric bike with charger

4043 Razor electric scooter with charger

4044 Reid electric scooter (no charger)

4045 Boxed Mi Electric scooter Pro 2 (no charger)

4046 4 wheeled shopping trolley

4047 Pallet containing a large quantity of white plastic 
pipe

4048 Pallet containing 6 various Acro props

4049 2 pallets containing 6 stacks of traffic cones

4050 5 lengths of 4x2 timber

4051 6 boxes of Alm 4 stroke lawnmower starter kits

4052 Makita cordless strimmer, no charger, 1 battery

4053 +VAT Bosch battery powered strimmer (no 
battery, 1 charger)

4054 Spear & Jackson HG500B electric grass trimmer

4055 Einhell GC-ET4025 electric grass trimmer

4056 Flymo electric grass trimmer

4057 Titan 600w electric grass trimmer

4058 Green electric grass trimmer

4059 Ryobi 35cc petrol powered chainsaw

4060 +VAT Stihl MS181 petrol engine chainsaw

4061 Husqvarna 142 petrol engine chainsaw

4062 Bosch AHS41 ACCU battery powered hedge 
trimmer with battery, Flymo electric strimmer 
and Cobra electric hedge trimmer

4063 Green petrol engine bent arm strimmer

4064 McCulloch MD320AV petrol engine straight arm 
strimmer

4065 Challenge Xtreme 30cc petrol engine grass 
strimmer

4066 Titan TTL530GBC petrol engine brush cutter 
with long reach hedge cutter attachment

4067 Green Qualcast petrol engine brush cutter

4068 Titanium Multi Tool 3000 by McCulloch petrol 
engine straight arm strimmer

4069 Sabre S2045 petrol engine bent arm strimmer

4070 +VAT Titan 25cc petrol 2 in 1 multi tool with long 
reach hedge cutter attachment and bent arm 
strimmer arm

4071 +VAT Titan 25cc petrol 2 in 1 multi tool with long 
reach hedge cutter attachment and bent arm 
strimmer arm

4072 Flymo 1800w garden vac

4073 Flymo electric garden vac

4074 +VAT Flymo electric garden vac

4075 Sovereign petrol engine blow vac

4076 Small green electric strimmer

4077 Webb electric hedge trimmer

4078 Flymo electric garden vac

4079 Crane folding fisherman's chair

4080 3 galvanized pheasant feeders

4081 3 industrial spun aluminium ceiling light fixtures

4082 3 12v Sterling batteries and misc. Bosch charger

4083 Half bay of various sized wooden wine crates

4084 4 boxes of various cycle parts incl. wheels, 
tyres, sprockets, suspension forks, bike stand 
etc.

4085 Small Flymo electric lawn mower and Mini Trim 
grass trimmer

4086 Half under bay of assorted garden items incl. 
carry trugs, sprayers, vices, saws, loppers, etc.

4087 6 boxed spun aluminium ceiling light fixtures

4088 Small collection of garden tools incl. shovel, 
rake, hoe, hedge trimmer, etc.

4089 5 backpack sprayers
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4090 +VAT Boxed Seasons Century 6x6' square 
market umbrella

4091 Quantity of garden canes

4092 +VAT Flatpack garden storage box

4093 Five small wooden steps in various colours

4094 Small quantity of various gardening accessories 
to include slip on shoes, small artificial succulent 
plants, kneeling pads, gardening gloves etc

4095 Silver sprayed ornamental twig tree

4096 Post hole digger

4097 Two Kent and Stowe digging spades and one 
similar fork

4098 Two grey painted plant troughs and a gift 
wrapped Molton Mill gardeners tool kit

4099 Chillington crocodile ridging how

4100 Two solar garden lanterns, four boxes of LED 
cluster lights and a single box of Feit smart LED 
strip lighting

4101 Collection of garden supplies to include slug 
pellets, grow kits, fertiliser, kiln dried hardwood 
logs, flower tower, plant food, insect killer etc

4102 Collection of bird feeding accessories to include 
a Flo Festival ornamental birds, wild bird feed 
and other feeders

4103 +VAT Two lengths of recycled rubber lawn 
edging plus a heavy duty weed block roll

4104 +VAT Pair of ornamental 35" blue herons and a 
large bird feeder

4105 +VAT Two packs of Cosmo deck tiles (20 in 
total)

4106 Two bags of Westland after cut all in one

4107 +VAT Six bags of New Horizon all plant compost

4108 +VAT Three bags of Westland premium pine 
bark

4109 Three bags of Evergreen peat-free compost, a 
bag of Rocket Gro tree and shrub compost and 
a small bag of indoor houseplant booster

4110 +VAT Folding pull along garden trolley

4111 Two boxed battery powered giant copper 
lanterns

4112 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4113 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4114 Garden supplies to include 10l watering can, 
small stand, plastic planters, hexagonal plant 
displays, pot stands, hessian matting etc

4115 Three 10l Green Gem power washer and 
sprayers

4116 Two orange life rings

4117 Three various anchors, two on chains

4118 Box of nine cool flame framing rustic torches

4119 Collection of oak arch pediments

4120 Three various terracotta plaques, together 
forming a decorative frieze (one badly damaged)

4121 Three large boxes and further boxes of Fire 
Dragon gel firelighter

4122 4 pressurized cylinders and scuba equipment

4123 Two large boxes of ornamental twisted willow 
style garden decorations

4124 Approx 15 boxes of Home Fire wood wool 
firelighters

4125 20l jerry can, a sprayer, two bins and a petrol 
can

4126 Box of miscellaneous items to include tree 
pictures, hydrovase, camouflage dog bag etc

4127 Pair of cast iron bench ends

4128 Petrol engine quad bike on green metal frame

4129 Portable garden serving trolley/ display planter

4130 +VAT Boxed Keter patio cooler and beverage 
cart

4131 +VAT Boxed Keter bevvie bar

4132 Spiral shaped electric powered water fountain

4133 +VAT Artificial pink flowering tree

4134 +VAT Floor standing reproduction three branch 
lantern

4135 Grey plastic wormery

4136 +VAT Circular rattan garden table (no glass)

4137 +VAT Boxed wooden lounger, flatpack

4138 +VAT Square profile heavy parasol base

4139 +VAT Firesense pyramid shaped patio heater

4140 Box Lite indoor and outdoor spa

4141 Box Lite indoor and outdoor spa

4142 +VAT Stack of three black metal mesh seated 
garden chairs

4143 +VAT Heavy duty circular garden table in black 
with 5 matching stools

4144 +VAT Campingaz party grill 400cv

4145 +VAT Boxed Smoke Hollow CG600S charcoal 
grill
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4146 +VAT Boxed Bestway Lay-Z-Spa Hawaii

4147 +VAT Boxed modern pyramid patio heater

4148 +VAT Boxed modern pyramid patio heater

4149 +VAT Square profile heavy parasol base

4150 +VAT Two rectangular rattan garden tables (no 
glass)

4151 Four trays containing a large quantity of small 
circular terracotta pots

4152 *Withdrawn*

4153 +VAT Boxed Nexgrill portable stainless steel 
gas grill

4154 +VAT Boxed Nexgrill portable stainless steel 
gas grill

4155 +VAT Metal framed garden set with wood effect 
surface and four nesting grey seated chairs

4156 Four metal decorative lanterns

4157 Collection of outdoor rechargeable waterproof 
light cubes and spheres - five cubes, three 
spheres

4158 +VAT Gardenline gas pizza oven

4159 +VAT Keter Store It Out ultra

4160 Two white metal folding sets of garden shelving

4161 Graduated pair of white garden plant displays 
and a white metal feeding station

4162 Four similar white metal garden lanterns

4163 Pink metal two seater garden table with two 
matching nesting chairs

4164 Three tier white metal garden serving trolley, a 
small folding garden shelving unit and a wooden 
stool

4165 Modern cast metal effect plastic circular garden 
table with two matching chairs

4166 2 x Butler style sinks with in-built splashbacks

4167 2 x galvanised trays, 2 x galvanised twin 
handled baths, 1 x planter and 1 x bucket

4168 2/3 of pallet of various sized circular terracotta 
garden pots

4169 Pallett containing various garden ornaments 
including a pair of concrete lions, pots, trough 
and other concrete ornaments

4170 3 x sack shaped white painted garden planters

4171 Pair of concrete garden ornaments depicting 
bathing figurines

4172 Cast iron pump

4173 Butler style sink

4174 Pair of whiplash style decorated concrete 
planters

4175 Pair of concrete rearing horses

4176 Circular rearing horse concrete plaque

4177 Concrete golfer ornament

4178 Concrete pig ornament

4179 If Tears Could Build a Stairway plaque

4180 Concrete nude on column

4181 Pair of concrete greyhounds

4182 Pair of concrete Buddha's

4183 Pair of concrete lions on columns

4184 Concrete Hercules on plinth

4185 Concrete hippo

4186 Concrete angel

4187 Pair of concrete eagles

4188 Concrete crouching Roman soldier

4189 Sleeping concrete Buddha

4190 Concrete goblin

4191 Concrete pig

4192 Concrete Buddha

4193 Concrete owl

4194 Pair of concrete kissing children

4195 Concrete Peter Rabbit

4196 Concrete cockerel

4197 Pair of climbing concrete lions

4198 Concrete Chelsea plaque

4199 Concrete Arsenal plaque

4200 Concrete Liverpool plaque

4201 Concrete Green Man plaque

4202 Concrete Harley Davidson plaque

4203 Pair of concrete oriental figures

4204 Pair of concrete oriental figures

4205 Concrete gorilla plaque

4206 Concrete lion plaque

4207 Concrete England plaque

4208 Large concrete Green Man plaque with fountain 
hole

4209 Concrete Buddha plaque

4210 Concrete Buddha plaque
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4211 Concrete angel bust

4212 Pair of concrete gorillas

4213 Concrete three piece elephant family

4214 Concrete cat

4215 Concrete seated Buddha

4216 Concrete seated Buddha

4217 Concrete pig

4218 Pair of concrete Siamese cats

4219 Concrete Michelin Man

4220 Pair of concrete house ornaments

4221 Concrete bird bath

4222 Large green plastic water butt with tap

4223 Small green plastic water butt with tap

4224 Mountfield tow along leaf collector

4225 Large rectangular grey plastic crate

4226 Approx 12 x free standing builders tussles

4227 Plastic waste chute

4228 Pallett of concrete paving slabs and stone effect 
blocks

4229 Single bay of blue boltless racking with 
chipboard shelving

4230 Stack of approx.. 18 blue crates

4231 Seven blue acrow props

4232 Five metal acrow props

4233 Pair of XTE2 215/75R 17.5 wheels with Michelin 
tyres

4234 Single bay of aluminium boltless racking with 
four shelves

4235 Large hard wood carpenters bench with no. 58 
Record vice attached

4236 Pallet of approx. 11 sheets of 1.2x2.3m board

4237 Small Caddy single axle metal trailer with 
integrated lighting

4238 Two pallets containing a large quantity of 
various drainage fixtures containing within 
builder's bags

4239 Three rolls of Corotop blue 75sqm per roll

4240 Catnic metal lintel

4241 133m of 95 x 47 graded construction timber 23 x 
4.8m lengths, 6 shorter lengths

4242 Six metal folding stillages

4243 Three plasterer's mixing tubs

4244 Pallet of feather edge fencing board

4245 40 600x600mm Bradstone Peak Riven 03086 
paving slabs

4246 Six long lengths of 8x3" timber

4247 Six long lengths of 8X3" timber

4248 Small pallet of 3x2" timber

4249 Pallet of reclaimed bathroom parts

4250 +VAT 1200mm wide single basin ceramic sink 
with associated metal splashback with integral 
mirror and pedestal

4251 Three rolls of industrial vinyl in brown fleck

4252 Four rolls in various sizes of industrial type vinyl

4253 Fletcher GTS 17ft speedboat with twin axle steel 
winch trailer

4254 Approx. ten lengths of various sized timber 
batten

4255 Approx. ten lengths of various sized timber 
batten

4256 Approx. seven sheets of 12mm board

4257 Ten lengths of 5x2" timber

4258 Ten various lengths of 3x2" timber

4259 Four long lengths of approx. 10x3" timber

4260 Ten lengths of timber batten

4261 +VAT Metal hanging parts rack, a stackable 
metal mesh parts rack, seven metal fencing 
panels and two metal mesh grills

4262 1250x2550mm (approx) sheet of 20mm steel 
plate with four holes drilled to the corners

4263 Freestanding wrought metal candleholder in the 
form of a lantern

4264 High-level display containing various herbs and 
garden plants

4265 Modern fountain in the form of two lovers

4266 Cast iron pump

4267 Pair of ecclesiastical concrete figures

4268 Charcoal BBQ on stand

4269 Converted cable drum coffee table

4270 Artificial plant in wicker pot on log plinth

4271 Blue-painted birdtable top with slate inserts

4272 Small wooden planter

4273 Copper-coloured multi-branch fountain

4274 +VAT Tommy Bahama child's beach chair
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4275 +VAT Timber Ridge reclining garden armchair

4276 +VAT Folding golf trolley

4277 Large quantity of assorted camping equipment 
to include Colemans tents, Vango pop up 
covers, groundsheets etc

4278 Boxed Bahama Bay pop up shelter and a boxed 
tent

4279 +VAT Boxed 10-piece set Callaway Edge golf 
clubs

4280 +VAT Boxed 10-piece set Callaway Edge golf 
clubs

4281 +VAT Boxed CampChef Explorer 2X

4282 +VAT 3 Bahama Bay pop-up shelters

4283 3x3m polyester gazebo

4284 Evinrude outboard motor

4285 Black & green back containing cricket equipment

4286 +VAT Quantity of various golf clubs to include 
Callaway Edge drivers and irons and an 
Odyssey putter

4287 Blue & black Petron golf bag and contents of 
various irons

4288 Quantity of boxed golf balls

4289 Bag of loose golf balls

4290 +VAT Boxed Jetson Saturn 3-wheeled light-up 
kick scooter

4291 Gas-powered stove

4292 Traveller Annexe tent

4293 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter

4294 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter

4295 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter

4296 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter

4297 +VAT Half an underbay of various sleeping 
bags, camping equipment, loose shelter etc.

4298 Miramar golf bag with various drivers and irons 
on a Stowamatic battery-powered golf trolley (no 
battery)

4299 +VAT Metal-framed blue slide

4300 2 rolls of 4x2m willow screening

4301 Bagged gazebo

4302 Double-extending aluminium ladder

4303 Double-extending aluminium ladder

4304 Parcel of pine banister rail

4305 Quantity of Ikea adjustable pine shelving

4306 Flatpack pine workbench

4307 Abru aluminium double-extending ladder plus an 
aluminium stepladder

4308 Double-extending aluminium ladder

4309 Aluminium stepladder

4310 Small Abru aluminium stepladder

4311 Hayter Heritage ride-on lawnmower with grass 
box and Etesia trailer

4312 Green metal wheelbarrow

4313 4-wheeled metal-framed garden trolley

4314 Green Sprint 375 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower

4315 +VAT Honda GCVX145 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower, no grassbox

4316 +VAT Honda GCVX145 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower with grassbox

4317 +VAT Honda GCVX145 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower with grassbox

4318 +VAT Bosch Advanced Rotak 36 battery-
powered rotary lawnmower with 1 battery and 
charger

4319 Mountfield RS100 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower

4320 Etesia petrol-engined rotary lawnmower

4321 Vintage Hayter Harrier 2 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower

4322 Vintage Hayter Harrier petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower

4323 Green petrol-engined cylinder lawnmower

4324 Small green & blue push-along lawnmower

4325 Honda SXHR214 petrol-engined rotary 
lawnmower

4326 +VAT 1½ pallets of trampoline parts

4327 Small pallet of light grey rectangular tiles

4328 Ivory-coloured decorative fire surround in 3 
pieces

4329 Pallet of boxed garden furniture parts

4330 2 interior doors in various shades of white

4331 1 oak-effect interior door plus 1 oak-effect 
interior door with glazed panel

4332 3 Suffolk oak exterior doors

4333 2 reclaimed wood interior doors

4334 2 pairs of water-filled parasol bases
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4335 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4336 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4337 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4338 Pallet of various mixed tiles

4339 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4340 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4341 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4342 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4343 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4344 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc cement wall/floor tiles

4345 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4346 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4347 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4348 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4349 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4350 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4351 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4352 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4353 +VAT 2x 5-shelf storage racks

4354 Small aluminium folding stepladder

4355 Large roll of bubblewrap

4356 Small roll of bubblewrap

4357 +VAT Grey wheeled Really Useful storage box

4358 Black plastic storage box with yellow lid

4359 3 boxes of Optoma LED lamppost heads

4360 Stack of LED panel lighting

4361 Box of 8 white JCC downlight packs

4362 2 Demixa bath/shower mixers

4363 Butler style sink

4364 Chrome Vermont mirror and a towel radiator

4365 +VAT Box of bathroom accessories incl. soap 
dispensers

4366 Coal effect electric stove

4367 Expanding hose and concealed cistern

4368 +VAT Large metal single door combination safe

4369 2 small stacks of grey fleck carpet tiles

4370 +VAT 2 folding lifetime tables

4371 Small blue metal multi drawer filing cabinet

4372 +VAT Double door grey metal stationery 
cupboard

4373 +VAT Double door grey metal stationery 
cupboard

4374 +VAT Double door grey metal stationery 
cupboard

4375 +VAT Double door grey metal stationery 
cupboard

4376 +VAT 3 section metal filing cabinet with beech 
surface

4377 +VAT Boxed Bayside gas lift bar stool

4378 +VAT 3 folding wooden chairs

4379 +VAT Small aluminium seated mobile stool with 
a similar stool

4380 +VAT Large corner area of chair parts

4381 Cased massage table

4382 +VAT Glass top adjustable height table (no 
fixings)

4383 Fellows shredder

4384 2 black leatherette upholstered swivel office 
armchairs

4385 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered swivel office 
armchair

4386 +VAT Boxed Dormeo black leatherette 
upholstered swivel office armchair

4387 +VAT 3 black and white leather upholstered 
salon chairs with square metal bases

4388 +VAT 2 black leather upholstered metal framed 
swivel salon chairs on square bases

4389 +VAT 2 black leather upholstered metal framed 
swivel salon chairs on square bases

4390 +VAT Grey contract vinyl upholstered button 
back salon chair with foot rest on metal base

4391 +VAT 2 button back grey leather upholstered 
salon chairs on circular metal bases
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4392 +VAT 3 static metal framed black leatherette 
upholstered button back salon chairs on 5 star 
metal bases

4393 +VAT 6 portable multi drawer salon equipment 
units

4394 +VAT 3 folding white leatherette upholstered 
massage beds

4395 +VAT 2 Royal cross cut paper shreddders

4396 2 pallets of plastic storage units and boxes

4397 +VAT Boxed lay-z boy executive swivel office 
armchair

4398 Pallet of cardboard boxes and 2 privacy filters 
for monitors

4399 Pallet of various catering and cleaning 
consumables

4400 +VAT Pallet of Pro Elec oil heaters

4401 Pallet of office equipment incl. shredders, 
speakers, fans, answering machines, 
keyboards, printers, etc.

4402 Pallet of office paper and other consumables

4403 Boxed Pro Elec local air conditioning unit

4404 +VAT Boxed Woods portable air conditioner

4405 +VAT Boxed Woods portable air conditioner

4406 +VAT Boxed Woods portable air conditioner 
(continental plug)

4407 +VAT Box of medical examination gloves

4408 1 beige and 1 white used basin

4409 Boxed Aqua Essentials shower column

4410 2 packaged Ideal Standard hand basins and 2 
used taps

4411 Challenger twin axle 2750 trailer with cage type 
dropsides, tailboard and integrated lighting, 
serial number SLT06554

4412 Probst Power Handy 4 handled power float

4413 2 fire extinguisher stands

4414 Moto-Roma 2 seater petrol engine go kart

4415 Moto-Roma 2 seater petrol engine go kart

4416 Blue 110v cylinder vacuum cleaner on trolley

4417 SDMO HX3000 petrol engine generator with 2x 
110v outputs

4418 Champion petrol engine 2800w generator

4419 +VAT Champion petrol engine 2800w generator

4420 6 yellow stacking lidded crates

4421 Wooden work bench with 3 fitted drawers

4422 +VAT Boxed Draper 2/700w petrol engine 
generator

4423 Contra International RTD950GG-BS800w petrol 
engine generator

4424 Quicksilver by M 12ft aluminium hull fishing boat

4425 2 industrial type theatre lights, 1 having a mobile 
4 branch stand, the other mounted on an 
adjustable tripod

4426 Uplight 2 free standing work light

4427 Wooden workbench with shelf beneath on steel 
frame

4428 +VAT Folding Cosco trolley

4429 Vintage single axle cart with cast iron red 
painted wheels and integrated vineyard spray 
pump

4430 Large anvil

4431 Small anvil

4432 Small anvil

4433 Pallet of blacksmiths tools

4434 Metal 4 wheeled industrial barrow

4435 Karcher HDS558C diesel engine pressure 
washer

4436 Hi-Speed floor polisher

4437 +VAT Cosco folding stepladder

4438 Pallet truck

4439 Westwood petrol powered ride on lawn mower 
with grass box

4440 Roll of black air hose with spray attachment

4441 Small draughtsmans board together with a bag 
of attachments including parts for a mountable 
router

4442 +VAT Cosco folding trolley

4443 Diplomat red painted toolbox

4444 Workzone scroll saw

4445 Red metal expanding toolbox and the contents 
of various tools

4446 Spray Bee 240v sprayer

4447 Record S03 bench vice

4448 Set of universal steel roof bars

4449 2 plastic toolboxes and the contents of, assorted 
tools, wall plugs and fixings

4450 +VAT 4 litre container of Castrol Magnatec 
synthetic motor oil

4451 2 red metal toolboxes
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4452 +VAT DeWalt rucksack

4453 Draper 700w 230v surface mounted pump

4454 Large box of emergency orange lights together 
with a quantity of tripod mounted 110v work 
lighting

4455 Black & Decker Workmate Plus

4456 Underbay of various items including wireless 
microphone hi-fi speaker, sockets, rope, 
decorations, etc

4457 Pair of plasterers stilts

4458 +VAT Quantity of Dewalt stack pack toolboxes 
and Technics toolbag

4459 Manual banding machine with 2 reels of band

4460 Dewalt 110V mitre saw

4461 Plasplugs electric tile saw

4462 Small quantity of engineer's fixings and bolts

4463 Crate of Bostitch nail guns

4464 Box containing a quantity of various electric 
powered tools including Black & Decker drills, 
Power Devil saw, Black & Decker jigsaw, 
sander, etc

4465 Stronghold stabiliser together with a white crate 
of various tools and fixings

4466 FJ Edwards Ltd single handled guillotine

4467 +VAT 50 piece car and motorcycle tool set

4468 Excel bearing press

4469 +VAT Wooden box and an Amptech knapsack of 
various manual tools together with a Bosch 
PSB500RE electric drill

4470 Sealey Premier 12v ATV/Quad recovery winch

4471 2x 100m tape measures

4472 Ray Marine fish finder L365

4473 3 cardboard trays of tools including various 
small clamps, plastic clips and spanners

4474 2 motorbike alloy wheels

4475 +VAT 3 small stacks of screw holders

4476 Record no 23 bench vice

4477 +VAT Stihl petrol engine floor saw model TS410

4478 2 cardboard boxes of various tools including a 
Magnusson bow saw, jack, Draper light meter, 
Uni-T palm size digital multi meter, handheld 
hex key set, etc

4479 Performance Power HS8-4 200mm table saw

4480 Red plastic crate of various hand tools

4481 Green plastic crate of various tools including a 
quantity of router bits, drill bits, reamers, etc

4482 Green plastic crate of heavy duty motorcycle 
tube, chassis parts, heat exchanger and other 
related items

4483 Red plastic crate of various electric tools 
including router, saw, jigsaw and an angle 
grinder together with a wooden crate containing 
aerial cable, metpost and other tooling

4484 Mountfield MC438 petrol engine chainsaw

4485 +VAT 2 All Season carseat cushions

4486 +VAT Underbay of various cleaning products 
including absorbent towels, mop heads, 
grabbers, car cleaning poles, grabber rags 
together with a foot pump

4487 Underbay of various bolts, washers and other 
fixings

4488 Screw rack and the contents of various nuts, 
screws, bolts, etc

4489 Vintage lantern

4490 Vehicle 12v emergency light

4491 Motorcycling gear including leathers, boots and 
Maxia box with key

4492 Portable jumpstart

4493 Hybrid Sytems Alien 504 security control system

4494 +VAT 2-in-1 75w inverters

4495 +VAT Energizer 400amp lithium ion jumpstart

4496 +VAT CAT professional power station (boxed)

4497 +VAT CAT professional power station (boxed)

4498 +VAT CAT professional power station (boxed)

4499 +VAT Bonair 12v tyre inflator (boxed) and 
another unboxed

4500 Wall lantern E27-PIR and 2 Pro-Elec plastic 
garden lamps

4501 Pallet of various wall tiles

4502 +VAT Underbay of door furniture, door closers, 
locks and letterboxes

4503 110v extension and isolation transformer

4504 Yellow crate of plumbing accessories and small 
galvanized cooking pots

4505 Grey plastic crate of tooling including 
screwdrivers, Draper socket set, hacksaw and 
other hand tools, clamps, etc

4506 Roll of foil insulation
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4507 Clear plastic crate of various tooling including 
planes and block planes, wallpaper scraper, 
machete, etc

4508 Stack of 4 Dezent alloy wheels with radial K106 
195/50 R15 tyres

4509 5 assorted steel wheels and tyres

4510 Stack of 4 vehicle wheels with snow control 
winter 210 195/50 R16 tyres

4511 Large Toyo M/T LT295/55 R20 tyre

4512 Stack of 4 VW alloys with Michelin tyres

4513 Stack of 3 wheels with tyres and 1 spare tyre

4514 Half a bay of various tooling including bearings, 
pipe connectors, roller chain, coils, springs, bolts 
and other vehicle parts

4515 Blue crate containing various tools including 
JCB bolster chisel, small plane, chisel set, rasp, 
spanners and other hand tools together with 
Kosch knapsack toolbag

4516 2 cased digital Vernier calipers and one small 
Oxford precision measuring tool

4517 Collection of various drawing and measuring 
instruments including Faber-Castell compasses, 
calipers, hex keys, haff stainless instrument, etc

4518 Boxed Makita BO-4556 finishing sander, a Black 
& Decker D986 jigsaw and a Black & Decker 
D945 deluxe finishing sander

4519 Metal crate of metal pullers

4520 Quality Faithful Tools plane, scribe, etc.

4521 31-piece auto tool set

4522 +VAT 4 band saw blades

4523 Blue tarpaulin and a length of garden hose

4524 3 crates of pneumatic parts

4525 Cased Mega volt meter, 2 further cased vintage 
meters and a V.237 milliohmmeter

4526 +VAT Small cased Deko 20v drill with 2 
batteries and charger

4527 Laser level

4528 Paslode Impulse IM350/90 CT nail gun with 2 
cartridges and 2 batteries

4529 +VAT Ferex Pro battery drill with one battery 
and one charger

4530 +VAT DeWalt 184 piece mechanics tool set

4531 +VAT Various Makita tooling including 2 battery 
powered chopsaws and one drill together with 
charger and 3x 18v batteries

4532 Boxed die grinder

4533 Box of Crompton Lamps flourescent tubes

4534 Crate of various brake cleaner and other fluids 
together with 2 tubs of toilet cleaner

4535 Cased Makita drill with 3 batteries and 1 charger 
together with a further drill having 2 batteries 
and 1 charger

4536 +VAT Magnusson manual tile cutter

4537 +VAT Magnusson manual tile cutter

4538 Box of hand saws together with a black crate of 
speed clamps, clips, mitre saw and green box of 
hand tools

4539 Top Con laser level together with a Sokkia laser 
level and a Cat radio detection cable detector

4540 Optimum double ended bench grinder (boxed)

4541 Boxed Clark Bandit Air 1HP portable air 
compressor

4542 3 crates of screws, fixings, etc

4543 +VAT Boxed Batavia professional telescopic 
ladder

4544 Underbay containing bags of miscellaneous 
homewares, tools, hard hats, etc

4545 +VAT Approximately 7 packs of various click 
laminate flooring

4546 4 boxes of various car parts, cleaning 
accessories, pneumatic wheels, etc

4547 Underbay of various fixings, tools, castors and 
other miscellaneous goods

4548 Parkside electric nailer

4549 +VAT Set of Draper engineer's files and rasps

4550 Power Clean by Sealey cylinder vacuum cleaner

4551 Grey plastic crate of power tools incl. jig saw, 
drills, circular saw, etc.

4552 Karcher K2.87 electric pressure washer

4553 Cardboard box containing power tools incl. small 
cross cut mitre saw, Skil sander and Bosch 
circular saw

4554 Small box of sockets, letter box, protectors and 
locks

4555 Boxed Sagittarius modern manual shower valve 
in chrome

4556 +VAT Chubb lockable data cabinet and small 
combination safe

4557 +VAT Halfords portable power pack

4558 Metal hydrant and detachable hose

4559 DeWalt DW580EK-GB hammer drill
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4560 MacAllister electric drill in case

4561 Black + Decker chop saw with Challenge electric 
planer

4562 +VAT Boxed DeWalt DWE315SF angle grinder

4563 +VAT Box of M5x75 spring toggles and a box of 
approx. 40 Delta hex-head anchor screws

4564 Boxed Makita RT0700CX2 router

4565 Honda EX650 petrol engine generator

4566 +VAT Master Plug 30m cable reel

4567 +VAT Under bay of tools and misc. garage 
spares incl. Bosch battery powered strimmer 
body and foil insulation

4568 Small bundle of blue and yellow harnesses

4569 20 tubs of Mapei Kerapoxy CQ

4570 +VAT 2 Toolmaster folding hand trucks

4571 +VAT 2 Toolmaster folding hand trucks

4572 +VAT Underbay of assorted items inc. Rolson 
hooks, cabling, fire extinguishers, clamps etc.

4573 +VAT 4 boxes containing approx. 120 small 
Philips screwdrivers

4574 +VAT Box containing approx. 24 120mm paint 
rollers

4575 +VAT 4 various shower pumps

4576 Box containing various cable sleeving

4577 +VAT 4 x 5L containers of Aquahaze light fluid

4578 Skil electric chop saw

4579 Bosch GSB24VE professional 24v drill with 2 
batteries and charger

4580 Cased DeWalt electric drill

4581 3 cardboard boxes of various part used rolls of 
wire

4582 Black + Decker heat gun in case

4583 Bosch GKS190 electric chop saw in case

4584 Manual tile cutter, 2 manual mitre saws and 2 
packs of Bosch circular saw blades

4585 +VAT 3 packs of Faus Premium flooring

4586 Large Mitutoyo Japanese measuring tool in 
bespoke fitted case with second similar tool

4587 7.2v cordless drill with 1 battery

4588 Hilti DX460 long reach cable fastener with 
extension pole

4589 Vonhaus hard hat with integrated ear defenders 
and Stihl accessory pack

4590 K650 Active 3 petrol engine partner floor cutter

4591 +VAT 2 Blue Spot work lights

4592 +VAT 6 bolster chisels

4593 +VAT 10 Blue Spot digital multimeters

4594 +VAT 25 Diall filling knives

4595 +VAT Warning signs, TV brackets, furniture feet, 
lawn mower blades, filter, spacers and various 
hardware

4596 +VAT ABS Plasterers Hawks, Lino cutting & 
paining kit, roller set, hard hat, tool pouches and 
rolls of insulation strips

4597 Wooden tray containing battery powered drills 
incl. Power Devil drill driver and 2 other cased 
drills

4598 Bosch PSV 12v drill with battery and charger, 
hose, 2 manual mitre saws and small work 
holder

4599 +VAT 2 boxed fan heaters

4600 +VAT Mondeo bumper

4601 +VAT 25 paintbrushes

4602 +VAT Box of powder free gloves

4603 +VAT Box containing Casa water filters

4604 +VAT Box of Evaness bin liners

4605 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of Protect gloves

4606 Kube water softener

4607 2 fans and small heater

4608 +VAT 3 pull chain LED utility lights

4609 Amcor dehumidifier

4610 Sentik 10w electric insect killer

4611 +VAT De Longhi grey oil filled radiator

4612 +VAT Meaco Cool MC Series air cooler

4613 +VAT Meaco dehumidifier

4614 +VAT 2 white De Longhi oil filled radiators

4615 Super Fish Aqua Expert 70 fish tank

5001 Satin walnut dressing chest

5002 An early 20th century pine, brass bound and 
studwork flask of moon form, each side with a 
brass panel depicting (?)St George 
£20-30

5003 An 18th century blue and white Delftware dish of 
circular form, d. 17 cm 
£20-30

5004 Adjustable desk lamp
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5005 Victorian oak single door corner cupboard

5006 1950's walnut china cabinet

5007 Pair of oriental brass dragon decorated vases

5008 Edwardian double door china cabinet

5009 Inlaid Edwardian double door china cabinet with 
shelf under

5010 (1 & 2) Four drawer index card cabinet plus a 
mahogany hanging shelf with drawer under

5011 Pine chest of two over four drawers

5012 Rectangular bevelled mirror in oak frame

5013 Two silver mounted decanters and an Edinburgh 
crystal decanter, max h. 25 cm (3) 
£30-50

5014 Pine chest of two over three drawers

5015 Butlers tray with collapsible base

5016 Late Victorian canterbury

5017 Pine seven drawer sideboard

5018 Watercolour - Italian lake scene

5019 Modern oil on canvas - lake and woodland

5020 +VAT Anthracite grey button back two seater 
sofa

5021 Victorian mahogany chest on chest

5022 3 x prints - The Jazz Musicians

5023 +VAT 3 x oval mirrors in metal copper coloured 
frames

5024 +VAT 2 x rectangular mirrors in black painted 
frames

5025 +VAT 5 x oval mirrors in metal frames

5026 +VAT 2 x rectangular mirrors in silver painted 
frames

5027 +VAT 2 x rectangular mirrors in cream painted 
floral frames

5028 La-Z-Boy burgundy corner sofa in 3 sections 
plus a matching 2 seater and armchair 
£500-700

5029 French gold painted bergere two seater settee 
plus a pair of matching armchairs

5030 Modern oil painting - harbour scene with yachts

5031 Limited edition print Pierre Bonnard of a girl 
reading

5032 3 x oils on board - country scenes with stream, 
woodland and path

5033 Convex mirror in cream and gilt frame

5034 Marston's Burton Ales quartz wall clock

5036 Peter Gladman oil on board - Autumn woodland

5037 Framed and glazed oleograph - race horse and 
owner

5038 Rectangular mirror in black painted metal frame

5039 Oil on board - Scottie dog, plus a study of a 
nude

5040 Watercolour - fishermen on beach

5041 Pair of pictures by Paul Raj - Indian scenes with 
water carriers, carts and oxen

5042 Watercolour - country scene with trees and 
moon

5043 Rectangular bevelled mirror in decorative gilt 
frame

5044 Print of thatched cottages

5045 Pair of painted wooden Balinese theatrical 
figures

5046 5 x Schweppes advertising prints

5047 Study of a lady by Juliana Jose

5048 Rectangular mirror in chinoiserie frame

5049 Modern oil on board - Venetian canal scene

5050 Oil on board - harvest scene, possibly Russian

5051 Box containing 5 x prints of Vauxhall cars

5052 Replica wine bar quartz wall clock

5053 Charcoal drawing - study of a lady, after Rossetti

5054 Black leather jacket

5055 David Green print of Bedford School, Erskine 
May Hall

5056 4 x prints and painting - woodland with lakes and 
wildfowl

5057 Modern Coca Cola advertising mirror

5058 Comical print of a cat and tarot cards

5059 Framed and glazed engraving - the river road

5060 2 x modern wall hangings - face in gold and 
black, plus an abstract in white, black and gold

5061 Framed and glazed engraving - sailing ship at 
sea, entitled 'A Following Wind'

5062 Quantity of watercolours, maps and prints, to 
include huntsman and hounds, a harbour scene, 
thatching a tavern and a map

5063 Pair of prints - Italian lake scenes plus a 
Constable print and an oleograph - village scene 
with horses in lane

5064 Kienzle quartz sunburst wall clock
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5066 Watercolour - townscape with courtyard and 
church

5067 4 x framed paintings and prints - country scenes 
with wheat field, farmhouses, gundogs, lake and 
cottage

5068 Metal quartz wall clock

5069 Large mirror in gilt frame

5070 Oil on board - prancing black horse

5071 Watercolour - thatched cottage with figure in 
lane

5072 Pair of prints - study of ladies

5073 First edition print of a Lancaster Bomber by 
Robert Taylor

5074 Watercolour - lake, cottages in background

5075 Quantity of picture frames, prints and paintings 
to include still life with flowers, waterfall, figures 
in rural setting, Lincoln and Winchester 
Cathedrals

5076 Bevelled mirror in cream frame, print of a nude, 
tiled wall hanging, watercolour of townscape, 
character from Lord of the Rings and cathedral

5077 Pair of orange upholstered open armchairs

5078 Georgian oak drop side table

5079 Oval metal stool with fabric seat

5080 Wooden fire screen

5081 Replica gasoline pump

5082 4 x table top globes

5083 Mahogany two tier tea trolley

5084 Pink upholstered armchair with bergere back

5085 3 x floral patterned dishes

5086 2 x boxes containing reference books to include, 
Book of Herbs, A Shepherds Life, Furniture 
Making, Yesterdays Shopping, Horse Breeds 
and others

5087 Mahogany drop side dining table

5088 5 x Georgian dining chairs with drop in seat

5089 Pine 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5090 Chromed two branch table lamp

5091 Large Hennessy Cognac bottle

5092 Vintage Ferguson radio

5093 Robert Morden map of Bedfordshire

5094 Quantity of books - Story of the British Nation

5095 Painted beech table plus 4 x chairs (AF)

5096 Floral upholstered nursing chair

5097 Resin figure - horse and jockey

5098 French mantle clock with classical figure to the 
side

5099 +VAT Dark wood dining table with painted base 
and 6 x matching leather effect chairs

5100 2 x ebonised Victorian spinning stools

5101 Brass fire curb

5102 Pair of beech cafe chairs

5103 Reproduction mahogany double door hanging 
cabinet

5104 Box containing a stereoscopic viewer and 
pictures

5106 Table top lace makers cushion

5107 Oak sideboard two drawers two doors under

5108 Wind up gramophone

5109 Brass fire curb

5110 Four Oriental dishes

5111 Teak open bookcase with sliding doors under

5112 Pair of beech penny chairs

5113 Walnut effect telephone seat

5114 Maroon leather effect footstool

5115 Three Monet prints

5116 Blue painted two tier side table

5117 +VAT Faux crocodile skin six drawer table-top 
filing cabinet

5118 Small oak occasional table

5119 Two bundles of leather

5120 1920's oak sideboard with two drawers and 
cupboards under

5121 Four mushroom coloured leather effect and 
chrome dining chairs

5122 Glass and chromed globe shaped ceiling light

5123 Faux walnut drop side table

5124 Four oak dining chairs with rexine drop in seats

5125 Oak side table with stretchers

5126 Vintage gramophone with tuner

5127 Child's Thonet style chair

5128 Four oak and beeck stools

5129 1950's Deco style sideboard
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5130 Bent cane magazine rack plus a wicker log 
basket

5131 Mahogany coal box with shovel

5132 Victorian walnut loo table

5133 Tan leather effect magazine rack

5134 Four olive green painted Thonet style chairs

5135 Resin figure of a dolphin

5136 Three wooden ornamental ducks

5137 Artificial rose

5138 Upholstered footstool

5139 +VAT Dark wood fire surround plus an electric 
fire

5140 A Chinese blue and white bottle vase of squat 
ovoid form decorated with floral shrubs, h. 22 cm 
and a similar teapot (2) 
£30-50

5141 Black high gloss five tier storage stand

5142 Two blue and white Oriental ginger jars plus a 
bowl and a dish

5143 Glazed pine double door bookcase

5144 Chicken decorated doorstop

5145 Teak effect bookcase with glazed sliding doors 
and cupboard under

5146 Alpine watercolour with lake and chalet

5147 Stool with X shaped base, a pot cupboard, 
mirror, magazine rack and oval occasional table

5148 Grey fabric two seater sofa, armchair and 
footstool

5149 Lime-washed dressing table mirror with drawers 
to the side

5150 Quantity of loose Impressionist and other prints 
plus British Empire maps

5151 Pair of Ekornes style armchairs

5152 Aluminium adjustable desk lamp

5153 Herbert E Gibbs oak blanket box

5154 Canvas travelling trunk with wooden ribs

5156 Pair of pink upholstered Edwardian chairs

5157 Upholstered Edwardian armchair

5158 Oak Georgian tilting table

5159 Two child's armchairs with upholstered seats

5160 Victorian drop side table with single drawer

5161 +VAT Three natural wood stools

5162 Circular Victorian tripod table plus two floral 
upholstered chairs

5163 Circular tripod table with barleytwist supports

5164 Thonet style armchair plus a bow-back chair (for 
restoration)

5165 (6) Green painted oil can`

5166 Oak two tier side table

5167 (5) Box containing loom bobbins and two 
ashtrays

5168 Oak box on raised supports

5169 Grey painted blanket box

5170 Eight walnut dining chairs to include two carvers

5171 Two coat racks

5172 Child's rocking donkey

5173 Oval bevelled mirror in walnut frame

5174 +VAT Dormeo single memory foam mattress

5176 +VAT 4ft 6in Dormeo memory foam mattress

5177 +VAT 4ft 6in Dormeo memory foam mattress

5178 +VAT 4ft 6in Dormeo memory foam mattress

5179 Super king 6ft divan bed base

5180 Pair of swivel bar stools

5181 Contemporary dark wood sideboard with four 
doors under

5182 Mesh spark guard

5183 Child's stickback chair with elm seat plus a 
Provincial elm seated dining chair

5184 Oak chest of three drawers

5185 Four prints with Beatrix Potter characters and 
military officers, blue and white stilton dish, 
wash stand bowl and various dishes plus a 
metal meat dish with colour

5186 Dark oak 1920's sideboard with two drawers two 
doors under

5187 Elm seated stickback armchair

5188 Table top skittles game

5189 Dome-topped display stand with a quantity of 
ornamental birds

5190 Dragon decorated table lamp plus a floral lamp

5191 Three Thomas Kinkade prints of rural scenes

5192 Four modern Parisian oil paintings

5193 Reproduction mahogany dining table plus six 
chairs to include two carvers
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5194 Tripod dropside table with inlay

5195 John Fowles : The Magus - A Revised Version, 
1st. Ed. 8vo. Hb + Dj. Signed by author on the 
title page. Together with - Kershaw H.V. : 
Trouble at the Rovers, 1976. 1st. Ed. Pb. Signed 
dedication from Doris Speed on the dep. 
£15-20

5196 G. Berkeley : The Campaign of Adowa and the 
Rise of Menelik, 1902. 1st. Ed. 8vo. Original 
maroon binding, text with folding maps at rear; 
Wynn E. Wynn : Ambush, 1937. 1st. Ed. 
8vo.Original cloth, text with plates. ( Both titles 
scarce ); John Downs : Major General Sir John 
Francis Burn-Murdoch - The Sudan Wars, 1884 
-5, 1894-6. Folio Hb. Privately printed 1995. No 
other copies found. 
£20-30

5197 Child's elm seated chair

5198 Four prints of vintage cars

5199 White painted dressing chest plus a chest of 
three drawers

5200 Two pottery and glass vases

5201 French mantle clock with mother and child 
figures to the side

5202 Small elm stool, Indian inlaid side table and an 
oak table lamp

5203 Onyx table lamp

5204 Par of white painted modern 3 drawer bedside 
cabinets

5206 Stripped pine double door cupboard

5207 Pair of metal and glazed candle holders

5208 Maple finished double door storage cupboard

5209 Glazed oak double door hanging cupboard

5210 Quantity of loose car paintings

5211 Grey painted storage box

5212 Oak TV stand with shelf and drawers under

5213 Oak open bookcase plus a telephone table and 
a 3 tier tea trolley

5214 2 travelling trunks

5215 Painted pine kitchen dresser in 2 sections

5216 The Coronation of H.M. King George VI and 
H.M. Elizabeth 1937. An Album to contain 
Player's Coronation Series of Cigarette Cards ( 
Complete ). Together with : War Office - Their 
Majesties' Coronation Procession, 9th. August, 
1902 ( Booklet ) and Celebration in London of 
the Birthday of His Majesty the King - Trooping 
the Colour on the Horse Guards Parade, 11 am., 
Monday, June 3rd. 1929. 
£20-30

5217 Edwardian bow fronted china cabinet

5218 2 bentwood child's chairs plus a beech stool

5219 Cased Singer sewing machine

5220 Child's rocking horse

5221 Victorian envelope games table

5222 Wall clock in mahogany case

5223 Late Victorian mahogany desk

5224 Framed and glazed oil painting of lake and 
cottage

5225 Pair of frame and glazed prints of townscapes 
with mountains and background plus the river 
festival

5226 Floral fabric Edwardian 2 seater sofa

5227 A pair of 19th century square glass decanters 
and stoppers, each wheel engraved with 
scrolled decoration, h. 14 cm (2) (af) 
£30-50

5228 A 19th century clear glass rummer on a socle 
foot, h. 13.5 cm, together with a similar glass, 
smaller (2) 
£20-30

5229 Anti aircraft telescope

5230 Blue glazed jardinière in 2 sections

5231 Turned wooden torchiere

5232 Walnut chest of 3 drawers

5233 7 Lusterware jugs

5234 Faux walnut dressing table with 3 panelled 
mirror plus a chest of 8 drawers

5236 Elm seated stick back dining chair

5237 Pair of French bent wood armchairs

5238 4ft 6 divan bed base with mattress and pine 
headboard

5239 +VAT Boxed hanging coat rack (AF)

5240 Lime washed pine double wardrobe with 
drawers under
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5241 Pair of yellow fabric swivel armchairs with 
chrome supports

5242 Cantilever sewing box

5243 Pair of reproduction mahogany lamp tables

5244 3 resin elephants

5245 Quantity of Russian propaganda posters

5246 Oval teak dining table

5247 Laundry box plus a canvas trunk

5248 7 James Bond novels

5249 Pottery figure of a zebra

5250 Late Victorian mahogany chiffonier

5251 3 vintage tennis rackets

5252 Brass oil lamp with glass reservoir and shade

5253 Beech stool

5254 Smokers cabinet with glazed door

5255 Edwardian extending dining table on ball and 
claw supports plus a Harley Quinn set of 8 
chairs

5256 Glazed double door CD rack

5257 Lime washed pine double wardrobe with 3 
drawers under

5258 Button back nursing chair

5259 Impressionist and rural prints plus a yacht at sea 
and a mirror in pine frame

5260 Quantity of home painted canvases

5261 +VAT (4) Rectangular mirror in faux walnut 
frame

5262 (9) Print of a hunting scene

5263 Chromed curtain rail

5264 Edwardian oval mantle in carved frame

5265 +VAT Boxed mirror (AF)

5266 +VAT Modern oak dining table plus 6 
upholstered chairs

5267 Glazed double door china cabinet on ball and 
claw supports

5268 Glazed pine single door display cabinet

5269 +VAT Painted French style narrow chest of 3 
drawers

5270 +VAT Adjustable floor lamp

5271 Blue melamine drop side table plus 2 chairs

5272 +VAT Brown fabric tub chair

5273 +VAT Salmon pink shell back tub chair

5274 Dumb waiter

5276 Pine box with quantity of childrens dolls

5277 +VAT Natural wood side table

5278 4 upholstered metal bar stools

5279 Pair of ladder back armchairs with floral drop in 
seats

5280 Brown leather foot stool

5281 Oak cutlery canteen

5282 Pair of ebonised armchairs for restoration 
purposes

5283 Set of 6 chapel chairs

5284 Super king 6' divan bed base in 2 sections plus 
headboard

5285 +VAT Bent cane 2 seater sofa plus pair of 
armchairs and wicker armchair with floral 
cushions

5286 +VAT Grey fabric button back 3 seater sofa

5287 +VAT Pair of quartz wall clocks

5288 +VAT Pair of purple fabric button back dining 
chairs

5289 Multi coloured floral carpet with pink border

5290 +VAT 5' mattress

5291 +VAT 5' mattress

5292 +VAT 5' mattress

5293 +VAT 5' mattress

5294 +VAT Super king 6' mattress

5295 White painted cupboard with drawers to the side 
plus chest of 3 drawers

5296 Granite finished circular bistro table plus 2 
bentwood chairs and stool

5297 Nest of 3 teak tables

5298 Dark oak chest of 3 drawers

5299 Metal and pine wine rack

5300 Oak roll top desk

5301 3 camouflaged military jackets

5302 Quantity of prints to include an Egon Schiele 
study 'The musicians', portrait of a lady plus 
cityscapes and coastal scene with yacht

5303 Modern oil on canvas of still life with roses

5304 2 framed maps

5305 2 G plan open bookcases

5306 Ladies fur coat plus a stole
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5307 Limited edition print of a child sleeping

5308 Indoor/outdoor orange rug (4ft x 6ft)

5309 Oval mirror in decorative gilt frame

5310 2 architectural and abstract prints, painting of 
mother and children, oil on canvas, country 
scene with waterfall and trees plus a coastal 
print

5311 Ladies fur coat

5312 1950's school map of Britain

5313 Quantity of wardrobe parts, pine bedstead and a 
refectory table (AF)

5314 Watercolour of still life with red flowers

5315 Reproduction bow fronted chest of 2 over 2 
drawers

5316 Dark wood bureau with drawers under

5317 Black leather swivel office chair

5318 (1) Box containing a quantity of portraits and 
other pictures to include taverns, study of child 
and dogs etc

5319 Mahogany double door storage cupboard

5320 3 painted wicker armchairs

5321 Victorian oak blanket box

5322 Walnut draw leaf table

5323 Teak 2 tiered tea trolley with folding trays under

5324 Metal uplighter with glass shade

5325 Large quantity of furniture to include a TV stand, 
double door bookcase, waste paper basket, 
magazine rack, wine table, side table, oak 
finished coffee table and a stick back chair

5326 Pine open bookcase

5327 Red upholstered footstool

5328 Underwood typewriter

5329 Distressed two drawer over two door sideboard

5330 Small wall hung box

5331 3 stick back dining chairs, wicker baskets and a 
circular oak table

5332 Faux marble coffee table

5333 Victorian 2 drawer desk plus corner chair

5334 4 drawer sewing and knitting cabinet

5335 Edwardian dressing chest

5336 Oak 2 tier tea trolley and strung stool

5337 2 wing back armchairs plus armchair in striped 
fabric

5338 Beech armchair with floral cushions

5339 Modern long case clock

5340 2 Sutherland tables plus oak drop side table and 
card table (4 total)

5341 Edwardian tripod wine table and 1 other

5342 Victorian drop end work table

5343 Beech towel airer

5344 Georgian wash stand

5345 Reproduction mahogany miniature chest of 3 
drawers on raised supports

5346 Kidney shaped cabinet with detachable tray

5347 Edwardian display cabinet with central mirror 
and cupboard

5348 Edwardian single door wardrobe with cupboard 
and drawers to the side

5349 Pine dresser with 3 drawers over and 3 doors 
under

5350 Chevron patterned rug

5351 Oriental weavers demilune mat

5352 Wrought iron tripod floor lamp

5353 Pair of mahogany floor lamps

5354 (1) 3.5x2.5m carpet with ivory background, floral 
and animal pattern

5355 (2) Turkish woollen carpet runner with floral 
pattern

5356 Jute mat

5357 Pink floral carpet

5358 (3) Floral carpet with maroon background

5359 (4) Multi coloured floral carpet with central 
medallion

5360 (5) 3.5x2.5m red floral carpet

5361 +VAT (9) Rectangular mirror in silver frame

5362 Reproduction mahogany glazed wall unit

5363 Narrow rectangular mirror in painted frame

5364 5' cream painted bed stead (AF)

5365 +VAT Dark wood adjustable desk plus furniture 
parts (af)

5366 +VAT Grey shagpile mat

5367 +VAT 1920's walnut kidney-shaped desk

5368 Georgian tilting occasional table

5369 Pole screen

5370 3 Chinese prints depicting flowers
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5371 Modern bistro table plus a quantity of chromed & 
glazed furniture to include a circular table and 
stands

5372 Oil on board of still life with flowers

5373 James Cartland & Sons brass doorstop, c. 1870, 
h. 16 cm 
£40-60

5374 Copper coal scuttle, pair of bellows, copper jug 
and fire companion pieces

5376 Carved oak monk's bench

5377 Large rectangular pine-framed mirror

5378 Rectangular bevelled mirror

5379 Framed and glazed print of 4 terracotta pots

5380 Copper fire curb

5381 Piano stool with drawers under

5382 Floral button-back 3-seater sofa

5383 +VAT Drinks globe

5384 4-drawer tabletop filing cabinet

5385 Green & red painted oval coffee table

5386 Grey fabric 3-seater sofa plus a matching 
footstool

5387 Floral tureen with ladle plus an oriental vase

5388 Mahogany bow-fronted chest of 4 drawers

5389 Painted pine double-door cupboard with 3 
drawers under

5390 +VAT Dark oak student's bureau with drawer 
and shelves under

5391 Quantity of Hogarth engravings

5392 Cut-down oak dropside coffee table

5393 +VAT Reproduction mahogany oval coffee table

5394 Georgian oak tripod tilting table

5395 Reproduction mahogany bureau with 3 drawers 
under

5396 Ashtray with inlaid coins

5397 Tiffany-style tablelamp

5398 Pair of metal & wooden tablelamps with shades

5399 Floral decorated pottery tablelamp

5400 Pine twin-pedestal desk

5401 Pair of floral patterned vases

5402 4 x Mucha Art Nouveau panels

5403 Brown glazed pottery vase

5404 2 x brass adjustable desk lamps

5406 Box containing train track

5407 Gustav Klimt print of sleeping maidens

5408 3 x floor lamps

5409 Georgian oak double door corner unit

5410 Vintage Ewbank carpet sweeper

5411 Watercolour - country church

5412 C. Douglas (20th Century), 
A fishing boat in a stormy sea heading towards a 
well-lit pier, 
signed, 
oil on board, 
image 18 x 24 cm 
£40-60

5413 Norwegian platter

5414 Rectangular mirror in dark wood frame

5415 Mesh spark guard

5416 Mesh fire kerb

5417 4 x modern prints - comical cats and owls

5418 Oil on board - Madonna and child

5419 Circular bevelled mirror and decorative gilt 
frame

5420 *Withdrawn*

5421 Circular framed mirror

5422 Oil on canvas - sailing ship on still sea

5423 Watercolour of stream and woodland

5424 1920's family group print in ornate gilt frame

5425 Quantity of course fishing rods and a landing net 
plus seat and landing mat

5426 Narrow rectangular mirror plus 2 x prints - snowy 
landscape and country lane

5427 Framed Parisian print

5428 Edwardian triple wardrobe

5429 2 x boxes containing a quantity of gold rimmed 
Churchill crockery plus floral patterned crockery 
and a modern oriental vase

5430 2 x wicker baskets with a quantity of table cloths, 
napkins and doilies

5431 2 x electric sewing machines

5432 2 x boxes containing several volumes of 
Cassell's Natural History, Readers Digest Birds 
and Shrubs of Britain plus The Workings of the 
Modern Railway

5433 2 x pond yachts

5434 Quantity of Victorian and later scrap books
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5436 Box containing silver plated candlesticks, bowls 
and dishes plus ornamental brass pistols, a 
basket and corkscrew

5437 Bag containing a quantity of vinyl records

5438 2 x boxes containing vinyl and shellac records

5439 Box containing a quantity of modern wall 
hangings and loose prints

5440 Box containing Diana and other royal ephemera, 
Holy Bible, commemorative glasses and cutlery

5441 (2,3) 2 boxes containing blue and white and 
other ceramics plus salts, a decanter, Chinese 
teapot and a rocket lamp (a/f)

5442 Box containing wine and sherry glasses plus 
tumblers

5443 Cutlery canteen

5444 4 boxes containing a quantity of gardening 
porcelain art and military reference books

5445 Box containing vintage children's dolls

5446 Box containing a ceiling light with striped fabric 
shade

5447 Cased sewing machine

5448 Box containing blue and white china, painted 
and carved figures, children's tea service, 
general crockery and china

5449 Bird and floral patterned bowl

5450 Box containing vintage teddy bears

5451 3 x wooden step ladders

5452 3 x metal hat boxes

5453 Vintage radio

5454 Quantity of wicker work to include placemats, ice 
bucket and baskets

5455 2 x boxes containing wooden figures, plaster 
busts, wall brackets and floral patterned 
crockery

5456 Box containing poetry books, classic novels and 
hymn books

5457 Quantity of die cast cars

5458 Fireman's helmet

5459 Stack of jigsaw puzzles

5460 Children's Miscellany New and Old : Joelle 
Jolivet : ZOOology, 2002. Large folio Hb + Dj., 
colour illus; Mervyn Peake : Captain 
Slaughterboard Drops Anchor, 2001. Large Qto. 
Hb + Dj; Foreman : A Child's Garden of Hope, 
2009; Mackesy : The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and 
the Horse, 2019; Peskett : Daniel Dormousse 
and Frederick Frog, 1946. 1st. Ed; Buck : The 
Chinese Children Next Door, 1943. 1st.Ed; 
Riddell : Hit or Myth - More Animal Lore and 
Disorder, 1950. 
£30-40

5461 Box containing studio pottery, large wooden owl, 
hand bell, tiles and a glass fruit bowl

5462 Box containing blue and white crockery

5463 2 x boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5464 Box containing Mrs Beeton's cookery books, 
plus travel guides and the works of Rudyard 
Kipling

5465 4 x boxes containing a large quantity of wine 
and other glasses plus fruit bowls and jugs

5466 Box containing a quantity of Wedgwood 
strawberry pattered crockery, Poole pottery and 
Paragon china

5467 Box containing a jelly mould, coffee percolator, 
meat mincer and juicer

5468 2 x stacks of jigsaw puzzles

5469 2 x boxes containing ordnance survey maps, 
travel guides, birding magazines, military and 
sporting books

5470 2 x boxes containing shellac records

5471 Single box of typewriters, cased cutlery set and 
an onyx lamp

5472 Box containing a serving tray, quartz clock and 
household goods

5473 Box containing motor sport magazines

5474 3 x boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5475 Box containing a Tang style horse, figure of a 
peacock, ginger jar, blue and white china plus 
ornaments, silver plated ladle and letter opener

5476 2 x boxes containing CDs

5477 Box containing studio pottery vases and a brown 
and green glazed bowl

5478 2 x boxes containing history books, plus The 
History of the Movies, Times Book of London 
and other reference books

5479 Video cassette player, vintage radio plus a bag 
containing pens and rulers
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5480 +VAT Woollen mat, roll of pig skin plus 4 grey 
and blue bath mats

5481 3 x pond yachts

5482 3 x boxes containing laboratory vials and funnels

5483 4 x boxes containing pressed glass baskets, 
Babycham glasses, sherry glasses, wine 
glasses, decanters and vases

5484 2 oversized brandy glasses

5485 Dome topped traveling trunk

5486 2 x boxes containing fabric, linen and tablecloths

5487 Box containing glass panels

5488 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5489 Box containing vintage children's toys

5490 (3) Boxed yachtsman log recorder

5491 Box containing silver plate to include 
candlesticks, tea service, baking dishes and 
warming pans

5492 Box containing a quantity of vinyl records

5493 Box containing treen, trivet, china, photo frames 
and general crockery

5494 Cased sewing machine

5495 Oversized Martini glass

5496 Folding artists easel

5497 Box containing adjustable desk lamps

5498 (1) Box containing Discovering Antiques 
magazines, reference book on dolls and English 
porcelain

5499 (2) Small box of history books and antique 
guides

5500 Box containing fishing tackle to include floats, 
lures and spinning wheel

5501 2 boxes containing an Edwardian sailor suit plus 
a christening robe

5502 3 boxes containing kitchen ware and household 
goods

5503 Over mantle with painted frame

5504 Oil on Masonite of study of lady in evening dress

5505 Canvas golf bag with a quantity of clubs

5506 2 1950's mirrors

5507 Pair of architectural prints by Arthur Kenyon of 
buildings in Amalfi

5508 Modern oil on canvas of figure at petrol bowsers 
in the style of Edward Hopper

5509 Painting and a print of nude studies

5510 2 framed and glazed maps

5511 A pair of London oleographs

5512 +VAT Silent Night 4'6" memory foam mattress

5513 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5514 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5515 +VAT 4ft mattress

5516 (7) Ceiling lantern plus a light fitting

5517 Floral patterned 3 branch ceiling light

5518 Box containing an Oriental vase, wine and 
sherry glasses plus floral patterned plates

5519 Box containing Diana and Charles decorated 
tins, book ends, decanter plus Sunday dishes, 
champagne flutes, wine glasses and sauce 
bottles

5520 Box containing several volumes of Disney's 
wonderful world of knowledge

5521 2 cutlery canteens

5522 2 boxes containing studio pottery and ornaments

5523 3 boxes and a basket containing cable, remote 
controls, magazines and reference books

5524 2 boxes containing household goods to include 
glassware, boxes, board games and tools

5526 2 boxes containing a camera tripod, 
lampshades, table lamp, photo frames and 
ornaments

5527 Box containing a German tea service plus a wall 
pocket

5528 9 boxed Leonardo porcelain dolls

5529 2 vintage suitcases

5530 6 boxes containing floral patterned crockery, 
Chinese figures, blue and white candle sticks, 
decanters, silver plates and a selection of hand 
bells

5531 Box containing wine and sherry glasses

5532 2 boxes containing books on British royalty, self 
help guides and other reference books

5533 Box containing OS and loose maps

5534 2 boxes containing children's dolls

5535 Box containing a quantity of sewing thread and 
fabric

5536 Quantity of sewing thread and fabric

5537 Box containing regency fine art figures plus a 
village wall plaque and silver plated servers
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5538 Box containing silver plated candle sticks, sugar 
bowl, wall pocket, pressed glass and general 
china

5539 2 boxes containing glassware, barley twist 
candlestick and gold rimmed crockery

5540 Cage containing a Roberts radio, ornamental 
animal figures plus brass ash trays and figures 
on horse back

5541 2 boxes containing a large quantity of collectors 
plates

5542 (5) Cage containing a bugle prints plus a print of 
a horse and cased set of 6 spoons

5543 Cage containing a large quantity of jewellery 
findings

5544 Box containing Meccano pieces

5545 Cage containing costume jewellery broches

5546 Cage containing Corgi and Matchbox cars

5547 Cage containing a miniature character jug, cup 
and saucer and a harvest mug

5548 Cage containing beer steins, collectors plates 
and general crockery

5549 Cage containing a marmalade pot, jug, fruit 
bowl, dinner and other plates

5550 Box containing a Mamod steam roadster

5551 Box containing Mamod steam engine

5552 Cage containing a quantity of costume jewellery

5553 2 children's fishing rod sets

5554 Cage containing Staffordshire dogs, blue and 
white china, Jasper ware and ornaments

5555 Cage containing a quantity of silver plated items 
to include tea pots, jugs, sugar bowls, vases and 
trays

5556 Mah-jong set

5557 Quantity of boxed and loose cutlery

5558 Cage with ornamental bird and elephant figures 
plus a selection of collectors plates

5559 Cage containing ornamental eggs, ornamental 
miniature teapots, pill boxes and cottages

5560 Cage containing crystal and floral patterned 
cups and saucers

5561 Cage containing an ornamental Hummel cat, 
mantle clock, Masons jug, glass vases and 
oriental ceramics

5562 Cage containing a quantity of Royal 
Worcestershire and other lady figures, 
Jasperware, Chinese figures and glassware

5563 Cage containing oriental ceramics, ornamental 
figures and ornaments

5564 Cage containing 2 dragon and floral patterned 
tea services

5565 Cage containing loose and boxed cutlery plus a 
glass dish and trinkets

5566 Cage containing a Beswick homing pigeon plus 
4 penguins

5567 Edwardian upholstered chair, 2 armchairs and a 
chair with rush seat

5568 Cage containing a baking dish, loose cutlery 
plus silver plate

5569 Cage containing loose cutlery, boxed cutlery, 
dishes and copperware

5570 Cage containing 3 cases with a quantity of 
costume jewellery

5571 Cage containing a quantity of Royal 
Copenhagen plates, ornamental bird figures, 
various cups and saucers and vases

5572 Cage containing boxed and loose cutlery plus a 
quantity of costume jewellery

5573 Cage containing silver plated figures, 
champagne flutes, bowls and coloured glass 
vases

5574 Cage containing blue and white ginger jars, 
terrine, glass fruit bowl, commemorative mug 
and glassware

5575 Cage containing cricketing ornaments, Sylvac 
bunnies, glass dishes

5576 Cage containing art deco figure, lusterware 
teapot, oriental dishes plus a brass bowl

5577 Cage containing an owl ornament, wine glasses, 
vases and an ash tray

5578 Cage containing Chinese mud men figures

5579 Cage containing family portraits and photo 
frames

5580 Cage containing miniature Toby and character 
jugs, Jasper ware, ornamental figures and 
household china

5581 Cage containing cased cutlery sets, salt and 
pepper pots, commemorative ware, beer stein, 
brass vases and silver plated teapot

5582 Cage containing blue and white china, floral 
patterned crockery, jug, vases and Oriental 
kettles

5583 Cage containing ginger jars, kettle, money box, 
blue and white and floral china
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5584 Cage containing floral patterned cups and 
saucers, Royal Doulton cups and saucers and 
Wedgwood calendar plate

5585 Cage containing pair of brass vases, cased 
spoons, modern fob watch, opera glasses, book 
and coinage

5586 2 ceiling lights

5587 2 vintage suitcases

5588 Royal Doulton character jug, commemorative 
mugs, Disney figures, and other cat ornaments

5589 A mixed group of 18th century and later 
ceramics comprising a Davenport coffee can 
and saucer dish, a similar set, a Sunderland 
water jug, a Belleek spill vase and a lion 
decorated jug (7) (af) 
£30-50

5590 Cage containing quartz clocks, Roy of the 
Rovers annual, CDs and Meccano set

5591 Cage containing marbles, rings, cups and 
saucers and fruit bowls

5592 A late 19th/early 20th century figure modelled as 
a dandy holding a large basket, h. 19.5 cm and 
three similar figures, smaller (4) (af) and a pair 
of Unterweissbach figural groups, each 
depicting ladies at leisure, max h. 20.5 cm (2) 
(af) 
£20-30

5593 Cage containing anniversary clock, glass bowls, 
costume jewellery and china

5594 Cage containing Staffordshire flat back figures, 
blue and white crockery, lidded tureen, 
ornamental posy, Jasper ware biscuit barrel and 
blue glass vase

5595 Cage containing foot warmers, beer stein, ink 
bottle, watches and jewellery

5596 Cage containing artificial apples, fruit bowl, 
teapot, soda syphon, candle sticks, Guinness 
glasses and Cooper Craft Whippet

5597 Cage containing Mary Gregory style glassware, 
Oriental teapot, various mugs, candlesticks, bon 
bon dishes and milk jugs

5598 Cage containing 6 Lladro goose and bear 
figures plus 4 carved Canadian soap stone 
plaques and seals

5599 3 beech upholstered dining chairs plus a pair of 
pine chairs with rush seats

5600 Cage containing silver plate incl. epergne, 
trophies and cutlery box

5601 Cage containing cased teaspoon set, binoculars, 
history books, wine and sherry glasses and 
china

5602 (4) Cage containing vintage childs seaside 
bucket, Pelham puppet and vintage tin car

5603 Box containing prints and paintings incl. rural 
landscapes, coaching party, spy print, the horse 
races and mirrors

5604 Cage containing champagne flutes, wine 
glasses, bowls and water jug

5605 Cage containing costume jewellery

5606 Cage containing dragon and elephant figures 
plus collectors plates, Luton boater and sauce 
bottle

5607 Cage containing toys and die cast cars

5608 (1) Cage containing Pendelfin figures

5609 Cage containing sundae dishes and bowls

5610 3 bags containing reference books

5611 Cage containing pressed glass, Indian tree 
patterned crockery, china, fruit bowl and etched 
wine glasses

5612 Cage containing 2 Poole pottery vases

5613 +VAT Silver and grey floral carpet

5614 +VAT Folding room divider

5615 Cage containing loose cutlery and boxed cutlery 
and goblets
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